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ABSTRACT 

Earthquake ground-motion in presence of source and medium 

heterogeneities 

Jagdish Chandra Vyas 

This dissertation work investigates the effects of earthquake rupture complexity 

and heterogeneities in Earth structure on near-field ground-motions. More specifically, 

we address two key issues in seismology: (1) near-field ground-shaking variability as 

function of distance and azimuth for unilateral directive ruptures, and (2) impact of 

rupture complexity and seismic scattering on Mach wave coherence associated with 

supershear rupture propagation.  

We examine earthquake ground-motion variability associated with unilateral 

ruptures based on ground-motion simulations of the MW 7.3 1992 Landers earthquake, 

eight simplified source models, and a MW 7.8 rupture simulation (ShakeOut) for the San 

Andreas fault. Our numerical modeling reveals that the ground-shaking variability in 

near-fault distances (< 20 km) is larger than that given by empirical ground motion 

prediction equations. In addition, the variability decreases with increasing distance from 

the source, exhibiting a power-law decay. The high near-field variability can be explained 

by strong directivity effects whose influence weaken as we move away from the fault. At 

the same time, the slope of the power-law decay is found to be dominantly controlled by 

slip heterogeneity. Furthermore, the ground-shaking variability is high in the rupture 

propagation direction whereas low in the directions perpendicular to it. However, the 
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variability expressed as a function of azimuth is not only sensitive to slip heterogeneity, 

but also to rupture velocity.  

To study Mach wave coherence for supershear ruptures, we consider 

heterogeneities in rupture parameters (variations in slip, rise time and rupture speed) and 

3D scattering media having small-scale random heterogeneities. The Mach wave 

coherence is reduced at near-fault distances (< 10 km) by the source heterogeneities. At 

the larger distances from the source, medium scattering plays the dominant role in 

reducing the Mach wave coherence. Combined effect of the source and medium 

heterogeneities on the supershear ruptures produce peak ground accelerations consistent 

with the estimates from empirical ground motion prediction equations. Therefore, we 

suggest that supershear ruptures may be more common in nature than detected.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Earthquake shaking is known to cause thousands of deaths and property losses in 

billions of dollars, destroying residential buildings, schools, hospitals, power 

transmission grids, and other infrastructure. Permanent displacement along a fault in an 

earthquake can also threaten critical engineering structures such as nuclear power plants, 

dams and bridges. In addition, earthquakes may cause secondary hazardeous effects such 

as landslides, tsunamis, and soil liquefaction. While we gradually improve our 

understandings and quantification of seismic hazards, the seismic risk keeps increasing 

due to rapid growth in population centers that are prone to high seismic activity and/or 

threatened by tsunamis. 

Most tectonic earthquakes occur at tectonic plate boundaries where the plates 

move with respect to each other along faults or in broader deformation zones in the Earth 

crust. Strain energy is accumulated around tectonic faults due to frictional locking and an 

earthquake occurs once the stored strain energy exceeds the frictional strength. The 

released energy is spent in crack formation, frictional heating of the fault surface and 

seismic wave radiation. However, only a small fraction of total energy is radiated as 

seismic waves, while most of the energy is consumed in fracture growth and heat 

production (Wyss, 1970; Zollo et. al., 2014). 

The 21st century has already witnessed several devastating earthquakes leading to 

numerous casualties and property damage. The Mw 7.0 2010 Haiti earthquake was one of 

the most disastrous causing nearly 300,000 deaths, displacing more than a million of 
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people and leading to damage estimated in the range of US$7 billion to US$14 billion 

(DesRoches et al., 2011). The Mw 9.0 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake occurred at west 

coast of Sumatra, Indonesia can be placed next to 2010 Haiti earthquake in terms of the 

damage caused. The earthquake also generated series of tsunamis killing nearly 280,000 

people in fourteen countries including Indonesia, Sri Lanka, India, Thailand and many 

others. Other major devastating examples include Mw 7.6 2005 Kashmir earthquake, Mw 

7.9 2008 Sichuan earthquake, and Mw 9.0 2011 Tohoku earthquake. Therefore, it is 

imperative to understand the earthquake ground-motion characteristics and governing 

physics to better estimate the seismic hazard scenario from future earthquakes. 

This dissertation investigates the effects of earthquake rupture complexity and 

wavefield scattering due to random heterogeneities in Earth structure on the ground-

motion. Two key problems are addressed in this dissertation work: 1) We examine near-

field ground-motion variability as function of distance and azimuth for unilateral strike-

slip ruptures; 2) We investigate Mach wave coherence for supershear ruptures in presence 

of source and medium heterogeneities. Each topic is discussed in detail in the following 

chapters. 

 

1.1 Ground-motion data and variability  

The seismic signals (ground acceleration) recorded from different earthquakes at 

several receivers can be used to develop mathematical models of ground-shaking, which 

can be employed to estimate seismic hazard from future earthquakes. Figure 1.1 depicts a 

database consisting of many earthquake records observed around the world (magnitudes 

in the range of Mw 3.0 - Mw 7.9) recorded at large number of receivers (rupture distance 
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ranges from 0.1 to 1000 km). It is one of the largest database with detailed information 

such as local site conditions of station and details of record processing. 

 

 

Strong motion recordings acquired during NGA-West projects have been used to 

develop ground motion prediction equations (GMPEs). GMPEs provide peak ground-

motion at a particular site as a function of several variables such as earthquake 

magnitude, source to site distance, faulting style, and site class (e.g., Boore and Atkinson, 

2008; Chiou and Youngs, 2008; Abrahamson et al., 2014; Boore et al., 2014; Campbell 

Figure 1.1: Ground-motion recordings at different source-to-site distances for a wide 

range of earthquake magnitudes achieved during Next Generation Attenuation 

Relationships for Western US (NGA-West) project coordinated by Pacific Earthquake 

Engineering Research Center (PEER). (After PEER, taken from 

http://peer.berkeley.edu/). 
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and Bozorgnia, 2014). The general functional form of a GMPE can be described as 

follows, 

ln(Y) = F(M) + F(R) + F(S) + ϕln(Y)                            (1.1) 

where Y is peak ground-motion parameter, F(M), F(R) and F(S) are functions of 

earthquake magnitude, distance and site conditions respectively, and ϕ is standard 

deviation of natural logarithm of Y. 

The lack of near-field recordings especially at short distances (R < 20 km) for 

large magnitudes (M > 7.0) hinders the reliable predictions of near-fault ground-shaking 

from GMPEs, and therefore limits the accuracy of hazard estimation (see Figure 1.1). It is 

quite important to note that there are limited number of recordings for entire magnitude 

range for the rupture distances less than 5 km. In such situations, numerical modeling 

techniques provide an alternate to fill observations gap in the near-source region. The 

simulation methods are discussed in more detail in section 1.3.  

The GMPEs give ground motion at a site in terms of median and standard 

deviation (Eq. 1.1), hereafter referred to as variability of ground motion. The ground-

motion variability has significant impact on hazard estimation (Bommer and 

Abrahamson, 2006). Probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) is the most common 

approach to compute seismic-design loads for engineering structures. The modern 

seismic hazard analysis estimate higher hazard in comparison to studies carried out in 

1970s and 1980s for the same sites. The main reason of increased hazard estimates in  
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recent years is proper incorporation of ground-shaking variability in PSHA computations 

whereas earlier studies either neglected aleatory uncertainty or inappropriately included 

them in the calculations, according to Bommer and Abrahamson (2006). They also found 

that variability strongly controls the shape of the seismic hazard curve (annual frequency 

of exceedance of PGA) for long return periods (see Figure 1.2). The increased PSHA has 

dramatic consequences for important engineering designs such as dams, nuclear power 

plants, and chemical factories. It is therefore important to precisely examine, quantify, 

and understand the sources of ground-motion variability to better predict the expected 

ground-shaking levels of future earthquakes. 

Figure 1.2: The sensitivity of annual frequency of exceedance of peak ground 

acceleration (PGA) to ground-motion variability as it varies from 0.19 to 0.27 

(Bommer and Abrahamson, 2006). 
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The GMPEs are developed for engineering applications through statistical 

regression of recorded data as function of few variables (see Eq. 1.1). They are 

approximate representations of ground-shaking in comparison to natural complexity 

involved in wavefield generation and propagation. The ground-motion uncertainty as a 

result of insufficient number of near-field recordings, lack of knowledge, and ignoring 

certain effects in modeling GMPEs is called epistemic uncertainty. Over time, as we 

acquire more data, the epistemic uncertainty can be reduced. However, the aleatory 

variability coming from intrinsic variations in nature is less likely to decrease, but the 

sources can be better understood by having additional data in future. Separate 

determination of epistemic and aleatoric uncertainties are rather difficult, therefore, 

GMPEs assume that variability of ground-motion is coming only from random processes 

(e.g. Boore and Atkinson, 2008). 

The GMPEs calculate aleatory uncertainty by regression of all available records 

from each event. The aleatory variability is further subdivided into intraevent and 

interevent variability, because few earthquakes are densely recorded while most of them 

are not, while also certain parameters are event specific (e.g. faulting style, magnitude). 

The intraevent uncertainty represents the variability coming from record specific factors 

(e.g., randomness in site amplification) and is computed by considering all seismograms 

at the same source-to-site distance for a single event. The interevent uncertainty depict 

variability coming from event specific factors (e.g., randomness in rupture process) and is 

achieved by examining seismograms from all events at a given site. Overall, the 

intraevent variability of ground-shaking tends to be larger in comparison to interevent 

variability (e.g. Boore and Atkinson, 2008; Campbell and Bozorgnia, 2008). 
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GMPEs are generally specified using constant ground-shaking variability (Chiou 

and Youngs, 2006; Boore and Atkinson, 2008). Some recent GMPEs have attempted to 

include dependence of variability on earthquake magnitude (e.g., Chiou and Youngs, 

2008; Abrahamson and Silva, 2008). Studies using numerical modeling as well as 

recorded data show that ground-shaking variability depend on several variables such as 

earthquake magnitude, source-to-site distance, and azimuth (Youngs et al., 1995; 

Ripperger et al., 2008; Rodriguez-Marek et al., 2011). Imtiaz et al. (2015) observed that 

intraevent variability is a function of rupture style as well: for unilateral ruptures the 

variability decreases with increasing distance, whereas for bilateral ruptures it increases 

with distance. However, the number of studies are minimal and sources of ground-motion 

variability are not completely understood. 

To address these issues, Chapter 2 of the thesis is focused on developing physical 

understanding of earthquake ground-shaking variability, in particular, by addressing the 

directivity effect. 

 

1.2 Ground-shaking: source and path effects 

The ground-motion due to an earthquake is governed by source, path and site 

effects (e.g., Boore, 2003; Mai, 2009). Here I discuss source and path components of 

ground-shaking in detail, but not the site effects, as they are beyond the scope of this 

dissertation. 

 

1.2.1 Source effects 
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The first theoretical framework of earthquake source spectra was developed by 

Aki (1967), termed the “ω-square model”. The ω-square model specifies a high 

frequency roll-off such that the amplitude spectrum of far-field displacement 

seismograms is constant up to a corner frequency and then decreases as function of the 

square of frequency. It represents earthquake rupture as point source and relates 

amplitude spectrum of seismic signals to earthquake size. Aki (1967) also derived an 

expression for scaling of seismic spectra using an assumption of similarity, showing that 

the corner frequency of an amplitude spectrum is inversely proportional to the cube-root 

of the seismic moment for constant stress drop (see Eq. 1.2).  

M0 f0
3 = constant                                            (1.2) 

where M0 and  f0 are seismic moment and corner frequency, respectively. 

As the earthquake size increases or the distance to the earthquake decreases the 

theory of point source breaks down and earthquake source needs to be represented as a 

finite fault, which can be discretized into a number of subfaults. The energy/moment 

radiation from the finite fault can be described by specifying three parameters namely, 

slip, rise time and rupture time for each subfault. The slip defines how much each 

subfault moves, the rise time defines how long a subfault slips and the rupture time is the 

time taken by the rupture to reach a sub-fault from the hypocenter (location on fault from 

where rupture starts). The source time function (slip velocity) describes the temporal 

evolution of the seismic moment for each subfault having a total duration equal to the rise 

time. 

In this dissertation two source effects, directivity effects and supershear ruptures, 

associated with the rupture propagation on finite faults are studied in detail. 
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1.2.1.1 Directivity effect 

The rupture directivity in earthquakes causes higher ground-motion in the 

direction of rupture propagation (forward direction) compared to the backward direction. 

The directivity effect not only depends on rupture propagation but also on the S-wave 

radiation pattern. The size and location of slip patches on the rupture plane affect the 

resulting S-wave radiation pattern, which impacts the formation of directivity pulses 

(Mena and Mai, 2011). The Mw 7.3 1992 Landers earthquake is an example of an event 

with strong rupture directivity, which caused larger amplitudes of ground-motions north 

of the fault compared to the south of it (Somerville et al., 1997). Therefore, it is expected 

that rupture directivity will have strong influence on the ground-shaking variability, 

especially in the near-field. Chapter 2 of this thesis investigates the effects of rupture 

directivity on ground-motion variability. 

 

1.2.1.2 Supershear rupture 

Theoretically, a fault rupture can propagate below the Rayleigh wave speed (= 

0.92 Vs; Vs being S-wave speed) or above shear wave speed, but the range between them 

is forbidden (Andrews, 1976). Analysis of data from crustal earthquakes reveal that the 

rupture front typically propagates at ~80% of the shear-wave speed (e.g. Heaton, 1990; 

Mai and Thingbaijam, 2014). However, a few waveform recordings from near- and far-

field distances for only a few earthquakes provide information of rupture propagating 

higher than shear-wave speed or even close to P-wave speed. The examples of supershear 

ruptures include the 1979 Mw 6.5 Imperial Valley, California, earthquake (Archuleta, 
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1984), the 1999 Mw 7.6 Izmit and Mw 7.2 Duzce, Turkey, earthquakes (Bouchon et al., 

2001), the 2002 Mw 7.9 Denali Fault, Alaska, earthquake (Ellsworth et. al., 2004), the 

2010 Mw 6.9 Qinghai, China, earthquake (Wang and Mori, 2012). 

The 2002 Denali rupture is a good example of an earthquake for which supershear 

rupture was inferred through direct analysis of waveforms by Ellsworth et al. (2004). 

They examined ground-motion signals recorded at Pump Station 10 (PS10) situated 3 km 

away from the surface rupture. They observed that fault parallel (FP) and fault normal 

(FN) components of velocity pulses arrive simultaneously, whereas FN displacement is 

delayed compared to FP displacement, which cannot be explained from sub-Rayleigh 

speed. Also, the best match between synthetics and data is achieved when modeling is 

performed using supershear rupture speed. Another good example of supershear detection 

from waveform data is 1999 Izmit earthquake by Bouchon et al. (2001). They analyzed 

ground acceleration recorded at two near fault stations SKR and ARC located to the east 

and west of the hypocenter, respectively. The estimation of arrival time difference 

between S-wave and P-wave from the two stations revealed that rupture propagated at 

sub-Rayleigh speed to the west of the epicenter, whereas at supershear speed to the east 

of the epicenter. 

The ground-motion characteristics in terms of amplitude and frequency content of 

supershear rupture are different from that of sub-Rayleigh rupture, and are discussed in 

detail in the next sub-section.  

 

1.2.1.3 Mach wave coherence 
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The supershear rupture forms planar wave (perfectly planar in 2D, but more 

complex in 3D) called Mach wave which travels at fixed angle with respect to the fault. 

The Mach wave transmits large ground motion amplitudes to far distances from the fault 

(without much geometrical spreading) in a homogeneous elastic medium (Dunham and 

Bhat, 2008). Therefore, the supershear ruptures have distinctly different seismic 

wavefield characteristics than sub-Rayleigh ruptures. Numerical simulations and 

theoretical developments suggest that supershear ruptures will have higher ground-

motions amplitudes and frequency content in comparison to sub-Rayleigh ruptures 

(Andrews, 1976; Bernard and Baumont, 2005; Dunham and Bhat, 2008; Andrews, 2010). 

Figure 1.3: The log residual between observed and predicted spectral acceleration 

(SA) at stations those experienced Mach wave during 1979 Imperial Valley, 1999 

Kocaeli, and 2002 Denali earthquakes. The predicted SA is from Abrahamson and 

Silva (2008) GMPE. The blue solid line and bars represent mean and standard 

deviation of SA residuals. It should be noted that zero residual line is covered within 

one-standard-deviation bound (Bizzarri et al., 2010). 
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Based on these theoretical and numerical studies, Bizzarri et al. (2010) 

investigated spectral acceleration (SA) at stations which presumably experienced Mach 

waves during the 1979 Imperial Valley, the 1999 Izmit and the 2002 Denali earthquakes 

compared to SA observed at non-Mach pulse stations in the same earthquake (see Figure 

1.3). They found no average elevation of the spectral acceleration as suggested by 

theoretical studies. The obvious question is “what reduces the coherence of Mach wave 

and high frequency content in real earthquakes”? This difference between observations 

and simulations could be due to either sparsity of data or due to additional physical 

processes that diminish the coherence of Mach wave in real earthquakes.    

In Chapter 3 of this thesis, I address the question of destruction of Mach wave 

coherence through advance set of simulations by considering small-scale heterogeneities 

in the Earth structure and heterogeneities in rupture parameters. 

 

1.2.2 Path effects 

The Earth structure response to seismic waves radiated from a seismic source is 

complicated. The heterogeneities present in the Earth’s crust and mantle cause scattering 

of the seismic wavefield resulting in intricate ground-shaking. Seismic coda waves (the 

part of the seismogram after the arrival of the main seismic phases) are related to 

wavefield scattering and decay slowly with time. The seismic coda waves are interpreted 

as back scattered seismic energy from uniformly distributed heterogeneities in the Earth 

(Aki, 1969). We can also think of seismic coda waves as energy trapped due to random 

heterogeneities in the Earth medium. These small scale heterogeneities can be described 

through superimposing a random field characterized by an autocorrelation function to the 
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background deterministic velocity model. A commonly used autocorrelation function to 

generate such fields is the von Karman function parameterized using a correlation length, 

standard deviation, and a Hurst exponent (Hartzell et al. 2010; Imperatori and Mai, 2013; 

Bydlon and Dunham, 2015). In this dissertation, I apply the above approach to generate 

3D random media and then use numerical modeling techniques to better understand the 

effects of rupture complexity and medium scattering on the resulting ground-shaking. 

The simulation methods are described in the next section.  

 

1.3 Ground-motion simulations 

The ground-motion time series can be simulated using either a stochastic method 

or a physics based technique. Amplitude spectrum of ground-motion can be obtained 

from multiplication of source (e.g. the ω-square model), path and site effects. Stochastic 

approaches combine ground-shaking amplitude spectrum with a random phase spectrum 

such that it is rescaled according to earthquake size and source-to-site distance, 

replicating the key characteristics observed in recorded data (e.g., Liu and Pezeshk, 1999; 

Lam et al., 2000; Boore, 2003). Stochastic methods are computationally cheap and useful 

in simulating high frequency ground-motions of engineering interest. However, while 

they are rather simple, the details of earthquake rupture physics and wavefield 

propagation in medium are not included. 

In contrast, physics based methods incorporate the complex rupture process and 

wave-propagation effects for ground-shaking computations (e.g., Spudich and Frazer, 

1984; Ely et al., 2008; Mai et al., 2010). Dynamic and kinematic earthquake source 

descriptions are two different approaches to compute ground-motions by incorporating 
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rupture physics. The dynamic modeling builds physical understanding of the earthquake 

rupture process by considering frictional forces and shear stresses acting on the fault. 

Generally the rupture is artificially triggered at a chosen hypocenter location and then 

allowed to grow in a self-consistent manner based on frictional and background stress 

conditions. Therefore, it is not known in advance how the rupture will propagate on the 

fault. Although dynamic modeling is more physical, it has several issues such as 

computational challenges, complicated meshing requirements for complex fault 

geometries, and unknown fault frictional properties. 

An alternate physics-based approach uses a kinematic representation of the 

earthquake source where spatio-temporal evolution of the earthquake rupture is specified 

in advance. Slip on the fault plane is assigned prior to the simulation without considering 

the forces/stresses that are responsible for these displacements. Kinematic rupture 

modeling is computationally less expensive than dynamic modeling, especially when the 

fault has geometric complexities. Kinematic source descriptions also allow better control 

of the heterogeneity of rupture parameters as they are prescribed in advance. Hence, the 

present thesis work utilizes kinematic source modeling.  

 

1.4 Objectives and Contributions 

This dissertation focuses on understanding the effects of earthquake rupture 

complexity and small scale medium heterogeneities on near-field ground-motions. The 

contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows: 

1. Quantifying and developing physical understanding of the near-field 

ground-motion variability for unilateral strike-slip earthquakes. We also 
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examine which rupture parameter among slip, rise time and rupture speed 

has the highest impact on variability. This work has been published in the 

“Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America” (Vyas et. al., 2016). 

2. Understanding the effects of rupture complexity and small scale 

heterogeneities in Earth structure on Mach wave coherence. Our 

simulations partially resolve the discrepancy between past simulation 

studies and observations, as previous numerical modeling estimated 

elevated ground-motions for supershear ruptures compared to sub-

Rayleigh ruptures whereas this elevation is not seen in observations. This 

work has been submitted for publication in the “Geophysical Journal 

International” (Vyas et. al., 2017). 

 

The other contributions to journal publications during my PhD studies include: a) 

participation in the earthquake-source inversion validation project, which was published 

in “Seismological Research Letters” (Mai et. al., 2016); b) studying the effects of fault 

roughness on near-field ground-motions, which was published in “Pure And Applied 

Geophysics” (Mai et. al., 2017). However, these topics are beyond the scope of this 

dissertation and only mentioned here to highlight overall contributions. 

 

1.5 Thesis outline 

The chapters of the thesis are organized as follows: 

In Chapter 2, we examine near-field ground-motion variability as function of 

distance and azimuth for unilateral strike-slip ruptures. We simulate ground-motions 
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using five source models of the M 7.3 1992 Landers earthquake, eight simplified rupture 

models, and a large M 7.8 ShakeOut scenario rupture on the San Andreas fault. The 

simulated datasets are used to analyze the variability of peak ground velocities. We find 

that the ground-shaking variability is higher in near-fault distances (< 20 km) compared 

to estimates from ground-motion prediction equations. 

In Chapter 3, we study the Mach wave coherence for kinematic supershear 

ruptures with spatially heterogeneous rupture parameters embedded in 3D scattering 

media. We find that the coherence of Mach wave is lowered by source heterogeneities in 

close distances to the fault (< 10 km), and beyond this distance Mach wave coherence is 

more strongly diminished by medium scattering. We also observe that the wavefield 

scattering effects are dominant over source hegerogeneities effects in reducing the Mach 

wave coherence. 

Chapter 4 summarizes the key findings reported in this dissertation, and briefly 

discusses possible future research directions. 
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Chapter 2 

Distance and azimuthal dependence of ground-motion variability for 

unilateral strike-slip ruptures 

 

 

 

 

The work presented in this chapter is related to a publication: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vyas, J. C., Mai, P. M., & Galis, M. (2016). Distance and Azimuthal Dependence of 

Ground‐Motion Variability for Unilateral Strike‐Slip Ruptures. Bulletin of the 

Seismological Society of America Vol. 106, No. 4 (doi: 10.1785/0120150298). 

 
 

Figure 2.1: Bicubicly interpolated slip distributions of the five kinematic sources of 

the 1992 Landers earthquake used for the numerical modeling. Red stars denote the 

hypocenter location. Coordinates are given in East-West direction (EW) and North-

South direction (NS) with respect to the epicenter as origin of a Cartesian coordinate 

system. Color-coded slip is in meters. 

 

 

Figure 2.2: One-dimensional velocity-density models used for the ground-motion 

simulations of the 1992 Landers earthquake.Figure 2.1: Bicubicly interpolated slip 

distributions of the five kinematic sources of the 1992 Landers earthquake used for 

the numerical modeling. Red stars denote the hypocenter location. Coordinates are 

given in East-West direction (EW) and North-South direction (NS) with respect to the 

epicenter as origin of a Cartesian coordinate system. Color-coded slip is in meters. 

 

 

Figure 2.2: One-dimensional velocity-density models used for the ground-motion 

simulations of the 1992 Landers earthquake. 
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Abstract 

We investigate near-field ground-motion variability by computing the seismic 

wavefield for five kinematic unilateral-rupture models of the M 7.3 1992 Landers 

earthquake, eight simplified unilateral-rupture models based on the Landers event, and a 

large M 7.8 ShakeOut scenario. We include the geometrical fault complexity, and 

consider different 1D-velocity-density profiles for the Landers simulations, and a 3D 

heterogeneous Earth structure for the ShakeOut scenario. For the Landers earthquake, the 

computed waveforms are validated using strong-motion recordings. We analyze the 

simulated ground-motion data set in terms of distance- and azimuth-dependence of peak 

ground velocity (PGV).  

Our simulations reveal that intra-event ground-motion variability, ϕln(PGV), is 

higher in close distances to the fault (< 20 km), and decreases with increasing distance 

following a power law. This finding is in stark contrast to constant “sigma-values” used 

in empirical ground-motion prediction equations. The physical explanation of a large 

near-field ϕln(PGV) is the presence of strong directivity and rupture complexity. High 

values of ϕln(PGV) occur in the rupture-propagation direction, but small values in the 

direction perpendicular to it. We observe that the power law decay of ϕln(PGV) is primarily 

controlled by slip heterogeneity. In addition, ϕln(PGV) , as function of azimuth, is sensitive 

to variations in both rupture speed and slip heterogeneity. The azimuth-dependence of the 

ground-motion mean, μln(PGV), is well described by a Cauchy-Lorentz function that 

provides a novel empirical quantification to model the spatial dependency of ground-

motion. 
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2.1 Introduction 

Seismic hazard analysis generally involves using Ground Motion Prediction 

Equations (GMPEs), derived from strong motion recordings, to estimate ground-shaking 

levels for future earthquakes. The GMPEs relate predictor variables (Y) such as Peak 

Ground Velocity (PGV), Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA), and Pseudo Spectral 

Acceleration (PSA) to explanatory variables such as earthquake magnitude, source-to-site 

distance, faulting style, and site class (e.g., Abrahamson and Silva, 2008; Boore and 

Atkinson, 2008; Chiou and Youngs, 2008; Akkar and Bommer, 2007a, 2007b; Bindi et 

al., 2014). Ground motions computed using GMPEs are given in terms of the natural 

logarithm of the median Y (μln(Y)) and its standard deviation (ϕln(Y)), typically referred to 

as ground-motion variability.  

Ground-motion variability associated with ground-motion prediction results from 

incomplete datasets and imperfect modeling, i.e., lack of knowledge (epistemic 

uncertainty), or uncertainty due to nature’s randomness (aleatory variability). There are 

attempts to separate and quantify epistemic and aleatoric components of ϕln(Y) (Anderson 

and Brune, 1999; Atkinson, 2013), but here we assume that ϕln(Y) represents only 

aleatoric ground-motion variability (Boore and Atkinson, 2008; Campbell and Bozorgnia, 

2008). ϕln(Y) can be further subdivided into an intra-event component (i.e., for a single 

event considering all records at the same source-to-site distance) and an inter-event 

component (i.e., at single receiver considering all events).  
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Strasser et al. (2009) summarized problems and challenges when estimating 

ϕln(Y). Among these, the lack of near-field recordings in strong motion datasets is perhaps 

the most important one. Also, the available data are biased: for a few earthquakes many 

recordings exist, while for many events (in particular for earthquakes that occurred before 

1994) only a few strong-motion data were recorded. It is important to note that ϕln(Y) 

controls the shape of the seismic hazard curve, in particular for long return periods, and 

thus has significant impact on probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) (e.g., 

Bommer and Abrahamson, 2006). Therefore, it is of paramount importance to understand 

and precisely quantify the sources of ground-motion variability to improve ground-

motion prediction for future earthquakes. 

GMPEs are commonly specified using constant ϕln(Y) (e.g., Boore et al., 1997; 

Chiou and Youngs, 2006; Boore and Atkinson, 2008). Some of the more recent GMPEs 

have incorporated earthquake-magnitude dependence of ϕln(Y) (e.g., Chiou and Youngs, 

2008; Abrahamson and Silva, 2008). ϕln(Y) has also been analyzed as a function of 

source-to-site distance and rupture style. The most recent GMPE of Boore et al. (2014) 

includes a distance dependence of ϕln(Y), which is constant up to an RJB-distance of 100 

km, followed by a slight increase due to regional variations in anelastic attenuation. 

Investigating the Japanese KiK-net strong motion catalog, Rodriguez-Marek et al. (2011) 

observed that ϕln(Y) not only depends on earthquake magnitude, but also on source-to-site 

distance. They also discovered that the correlation of ϕln(Y) with magnitude and distance 

is not consistent across different spectral periods. Imtiaz et al. (2015) found that the intra-

event ϕln(Y) also shows distance-dependence with rupture style: for bilateral ruptures, 
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ϕln(Y) tends to increase with distance whereas for unilateral ruptures, ϕln(Y) tends to 

decrease with distance. Youngs et al. (1995) reported that ϕln(Y) decreases with increasing 

magnitude, and that the magnitude dependence is stronger for the inter-event ϕln(Y) than 

for the intra-event ϕln(Y). In summary, ground-motion variability has been found to 

depend on earthquake magnitude, rupture style, distance and azimuth. However, the 

corresponding number of studies is limited, while the governing physics of potential 

ϕln(Y) dependencies is not yet fully understood.  

In general, ground motion and its variability are determined by source, path and 

site effects (e.g., Mai, 2009). However, the lack of near-field recordings hampers 

developing a complete understanding of the physical causes of ground-motion variability. 

Therefore, physics-based simulation techniques that include a specified but complex 

rupture processes and wave-propagation effects are used to compute and analyze near-

field ground motion and its variability (e.g., Spudich and Frazer, 1984; Komatitsch and 

Tromp, 1999; Dumbser and Kaeser, 2006; Mai et al., 2010). Ripperger et al. (2008) 

showed that the azimuthal dependence of inter-event ground-motion variability is 

strongest in the backward directivity region. Imperatori and Mai (2012) quantified how 

ground-motion variability is influenced by the level of heterogeneity in several 

earthquake source models, as well as by different one-dimensional models of Earth 

structure. The source induced ground-motion variability is important at short-to-

intermediate periods (< 2 s), but negligible at long periods whereas ground-motion 

variability associated to crustal models becomes significant at intermediate-to-long 

periods (> 0.5 s). Recently, Ramirez‐Guzman et al. (2015) performed numerical 
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simulations for the 1811-1812 New Madrid earthquakes, demonstrating that ground-

motion variability is strongly affected by basin and rupture directivity effects. Mena and 

Mai (2011) employed kinematic rupture models to investigate the effect of source 

complexity on the near-field velocity pulses to quantify the directivity effect. They found 

that directivity pulses are primarily related to slip heterogeneity, i.e., the size and location 

of slip asperities.  

In the present study, we perform numerical simulations to further investigate the 

influence of the earthquake rupture process on near-field ground motion variability, 

addressing in particular directivity effects. Henry and Das (2001) showed that both strike-

slip and dip-slip earthquakes tend to be unilateral, as indicated by the average hypocenter 

location within 25% of the fault length from the nearest end of the fault. McGuire et al. 

(2002) found that approximately 80% of all large earthquakes (Mw>7) are predominantly 

unilateral. Mai et al. (2005) investigates location of hypocenter positions along-strike and 

down-dip directions from inverted earthquake source models for small to large 

earthquakes. They find that small earthquakes (Mw < 6) tend to rupture in the center of 

the fault plane, which can be due to the limited resolution of finite source inversions for 

the small earthquakes. However, they observe that moderate to large earthquakes tend to 

nucleate towards one end of the fault, rupturing to the other end unilaterally (particularly 

strike-slip earthquakes). The unilateral character of large strike-slip earthquakes suggests 

that their near-field ground motions may contain strong directivity effect. In such cases, 

the unilateral rupture propagation, combined with the S-wave radiation pattern, produces 

strong shaking in the region of forward rupture-propagation direction. We conjecture that 

this may lead to higher near-field ground-motion variability compared to bilateral 
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ruptures. Therefore, we consider earthquakes with strong unilateral rupture propagation 

to investigate near-field ground motion variability as a function of distance and azimuth. 

We attempt to gain a deeper physical understanding of ground-motion variability, but we 

do not provide any correction terms to existing GMPEs (e.g. Spudich and Chiou, 2008).  

In our ground-motion simulations, we use kinematic rupture models in which the 

rupture process is specified by assigning the spatiotemporal evolution of slip on the fault 

in terms of local slip-velocity functions and the rupture velocity.  The rupture models are 

chosen such that comparison with observations allows validating our simulations and 

developing a new ϕln(Y) – parameterization that we then test against a large scenario 

event. We choose the M 7.3 1992 Landers earthquake that is characterized by unilateral 

rupture propagation with strong directivity effect (e.g. Somerville et al., 1997). As large 

scenario event, we use one of the M 7.8 ShakeOut unilateral rupture on the San Andreas 

Fault (Graves et al., 2008).  For both events, we simulate the seismic wavefield at a large 

number of sites and analyze corresponding PGV values. We restrict ourselves to PGV 

since the simulations would become prohibitively expensive for higher frequencies 

needed to study peak-ground acceleration (PGA), requiring also to include seismic 

scattering effects that may lead to decreasing directivity signature (e.g. Imperatori and 

Mai, 2013; Boatwright, 2007; Seekins and Boatwright, 2010). For our numerical 

simulations we use a generalized finite-difference code based on a support operator 

method (SORD code by Ely et al., 2008), which is second-order accurate in space and 

time, and naturally handles geometrically complex kinematic source models embedded in 

three-dimensional Earth structure. 
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The subsequent sections are organized as follows.  First, we describe our 

approach to ground-motion simulations for the M 7.3 Landers earthquake, and perform 

statistical analysis on the computed shaking levels. We then present our results on the 

observed spatial dependencies of ϕln(Y), and investigate the rupture parameters that 

control ϕln(Y) of low-frequency ground motions. Finally, we analyze the ground-motion 

simulations from a large M 7.8 ShakeOut scenario to validate our findings from the 

Landers earthquake. 

 

2.2 Ground-motion simulations for the M 7.3 1992 Landers Earthquake 

In this section we introduce the kinematic rupture models of the M 7.3 Landers 

earthquake and proposed one-dimensional velocity-density structures, along with our 

source-receiver geometry to study ground-motion variability. We also statistically 

compare our synthetics with observed strong motion data to validate our numerical 

simulations. 

 

2.2.1 Kinematic source models 

From the SRCMOD database (Mai and Thingbaijam, 2014), we choose five 

published finite-fault kinematic rupture models inverted by five different research groups: 

(1) Cotton and Campillo (1995), (2) Hernandez et al. (1999), (3) Zeng and Anderson 

(2000), (4) Wald and Heaton (1994), and (5) Cohee and Beroza (1994). Subsequently, we 

refer to these rupture models by the name of the respective first author.  
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Table 2.1 lists certain inversion parameters used by these five groups - inversion 

method, type of data sets, frequency range, number of segments and type of source time 

function. Figure 2.1 shows the bicubicly-interpolated slip distributions of the five rupture 

Figure 2.1: Bicubicly interpolated slip distributions of the five kinematic sources of 

the 1992 Landers earthquake used for the numerical modeling. Red stars denote the 

hypocenter location. Coordinates are given in East-West direction (EW) and North-

South direction (NS) with respect to the epicenter as origin of a Cartesian coordinate 

system. Color-coded slip is in meters. 

 

 

Figure 2.2: One-dimensional velocity-density models used for the ground-motion 

simulations of the 1992 Landers earthquake.Figure 2.1: Bicubicly interpolated slip 

distributions of the five kinematic sources of the 1992 Landers earthquake used for 

the numerical modeling. Red stars denote the hypocenter location. Coordinates are 

given in East-West direction (EW) and North-South direction (NS) with respect to the 

epicenter as origin of a Cartesian coordinate system. Color-coded slip is in meters. 
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models (the original slip distributions are displayed in Figure A.1 in the Appendix A), 

illustrating variations in the assumed fault geometry among these models with respect to 

strike directions, and overlapping or non-overlapping segments. We interpolate the coarse 

inverted source models onto a finer grid to ensure a smooth seismic wave-field. The total 

seismic moment is conserved by rescaling interpolated slip values. The grid size of the 

inverted models varies between 0.5 – 5 km, while for the interpolated sources it ranges 

between 0.5 – 0.6 km. 

 

Table 2.1: Source parameters used for inversion by five different groups. 

 Cotton Hernandez Wald Cohee Zeng 

Frequency 

range [Hz] 

0.05 – 0.5 0.05 – 0.5 0.077 – 0.5 0.05 – 0.25 0.13 – 1.43 

Data sets SGM SGM, GPS 

, InSAR 

SGM, Tele, 

GPS 

SGM SGM 

STF  Tanh Tanh Triangular Triangular Composite 

NTW 1 1 6 1 1 

NSEG 3 3 3 3 5 

Inversion 

Method 

Frequency 

domain 

inversion 

Frequency 

domain 

inversion 

Damped, 

linear least 

square 

inversion 

Newton-

Rephson 

iterative 

inversion 

Genetic 

algorithm 

Abbreviations: 

STF: Source time function,  NTW:  number of time windows,  NSEG:  number of segments 

SGM : Strong ground motion, GPS: Global positioning system, InSAR: Interferometric synthetic 

aperture radar, Tele:Teleseismic 
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2.2.2 Earth structure and attenuation 

For our ground-motion simulations, we apply the same 1D layered earth models 

as used in the corresponding inversion studies for the Cotton, Hernandez, Wald, and 

Cohee source models. For the Zeng source model we adopt the medium parameters of 

Wald and Heaton (1994). Figure 2.2 displays the corresponding depth distributions of 

seismic-wave speeds and density.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2: One-dimensional velocity-density models used for the ground-motion 

simulations of the 1992 Landers earthquake. 

 
 

Figure 2.3: Source-receiver geometry in a Cartesian coordinate system centered on 

the epicenter. The red line represents the surface projection of the fault geometry for 

Cotton and Campillo (1995) source model. The black triangles depict ten CSMIP 

strong motion stations used to validate the simulations. The grey triangles show 

receivers used in the ground-motion variability investigation. The dashed black lines 

mark azimuthal directions with respect to average strike (335°) and origin as 
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Since intrinsic attenuation is not implemented in the SORD code, we apply a 

Futterman filter based on the t*-operator that depends on travel time and Q-values 

(Varela et al., 1993). The Cotton, Hernandez, and Wald models have been inverted 

considering depth-dependent Q. We obtain a representative Q-value by calculating the 

weighted-harmonic-mean of Q for the three models, with weights assigned according to 

layer-thicknesses. The representative Q-values for Zeng and Cohee models are adopted 

from the Wald model. The average Q-values then range from 216 – 481, depending on 

the earth structures used by different groups.  

 

2.2.3 Receiver configuration 

To validate our simulations, we use recordings from ten stations of the California 

Strong Motion Instrumentation Program (CSMIP) (Figure 2.3, black triangles), obtained 

from the COSMOS website (see Data and Resources). For detailed statistical analysis, we 

consider a set of 2500 receivers, randomly distributed to avoid any potential spatial bias 

(Figure 2.3, grey triangles). The station coordinates are fixed with respect to the 

corresponding epicenter, and are identical for all considered rupture models. To avoid 

numerical artifacts due to inaccurate point-source representation at very small source-

receiver distances, we do not include any station with Joyner-Boore distance (RJB) less 

than 1 km. Therefore, the receivers used for our statistical analysis of ground-motion 

variability occupy the RJB-range from 1 to 106 km (Figure 2.3). 
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2.2.4 Synthetic seismograms and validation 

We restrict the maximum frequency in our simulations to 0.5 Hz, consistent with 

the frequency range for which the kinematic models have been obtained (Table 2.1). 

Because the SORD code is 2nd-order accurate in space and time, we parameterize the 

simulations with a minimum of 15 points per shortest wavelength to achieve accurate 

Figure 2.3: Source-receiver geometry in a Cartesian coordinate system centered on 

the epicenter. The red line represents the surface projection of the fault geometry for 

Cotton and Campillo (1995) source model. The black triangles depict ten CSMIP 

strong motion stations used to validate the simulations. The grey triangles show 

receivers used in the ground-motion variability investigation. The dashed black lines 

mark azimuthal directions with respect to average strike (335°) and origin as 

epicenter. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.4: (a): Statistical summary of PGD residuals (in natural log scale) between 

simulated and observed waveforms for the five source models of the Landers 

earthquake. Different markers are used for different source models. The grey makers 

show the calculated mean residual, and grey bars show standard deviation for every 

source model. (b): Comparing mean and standard deviation of PGV computed from 

simulations with a GMPE (Boore and Atkinson, 2008). Different markers represent 

mean of PGV, and the bar indicates the corresponding standard deviation.Figure 2.3: 

Source-receiver geometry in a Cartesian coordinate system centered on the epicenter. 

The red line represents the surface projection of the fault geometry for Cotton and 

Campillo (1995) source model. The black triangles depict ten CSMIP strong motion 

stations used to validate the simulations. The grey triangles show receivers used in the 

ground-motion variability investigation. The dashed black lines mark azimuthal 

directions with respect to average strike (335°) and origin as epicenter. 
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wave propagation, leading to spatial grid sizes between 250 – 300 m (depending on the 

corresponding velocity model). The computational time step satisfies the numerical 

stability criteria given by Ely et al. (2008), and ranges from 0.015 – 0.020 sec depending 

on the particular velocity model.  

For validation, we compare residuals of peak ground displacement (PGD) 

between our simulations and strong-motion observations, computed as res = ln(PGDobs/ 

PGDsim) (Figure 2.4a). All seismograms are band-pass filtered in the frequency range 

0.05 – 0.5 Hz using a 2nd order Butterworth filter. We determine PGD using the sensor-

orientation independent measure GMRotD50 (Boore et al., 2006), calculated by rotating 

the two orthogonal horizontal components from 1° to 90° in steps of 1°, and computing 

the geometric mean for each pair. The final PGD value is then given as the median of 90 

geometric means. We also calculate the residual mean and standard deviation for the ten 

stations and for each model (Figure 2.4a), noting that most stations are located in the 

backward rupture-propagation direction. We find that our simulations slightly under-

estimate PGD-values although the zero-residual line falls within the one standard 

deviation for all but the Cotton model. We note that the Zeng model yields the lowest 

residuals, which we attribute to the fact that the Zeng model was inverted using seismic 

data up to 1.4Hz while the remaining models ,use seismic waves only up to 0.5Hz, or 

even 0.25 Hz (Cohee model). Since our main target is investigating the spatial variability 

of ground-motions in a relative sense, but not in absolute amplitude, we consider the level 

of agreement between synthetic and recorded wavefield as satisfactory.  
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In addition, we compare our simulations with a chosen GMPE by computing peak 

ground velocity (PGV) from synthetic seismograms at 2500 sites using again the sensor-

orientation independent measure GMRotD50. We then bin the PGV values with respect 

to RJB (bin width = 20 km) and compute the natural-log-normal mean (μln(PGV)) and 

standard deviation (ϕln(PGV)) for each bin. The bin width is chosen such that each bin 

contains at least 200 samples while the mean RJB of all stations within any bin is near the 

center of the bin. We find that the simulation-based estimates of PGV fall within the two 

intra-event standard deviations of the selected GMPE (Boore and Atkinson, 2008) 

(Figure 2.4b).   

Figure 2.4: (a): Statistical summary of PGD residuals (in natural log scale) between 

simulated and observed waveforms for the five source models of the Landers 

earthquake. Different markers are used for different source models. The grey makers 

show the calculated mean residual, and grey bars show standard deviation for every 

source model. (b): Comparing mean and standard deviation of PGV computed from 

simulations with a GMPE (Boore and Atkinson, 2008). Different markers represent 

mean of PGV, and the bar indicates the corresponding standard deviation. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.5: Distance dependence of the mean (μln(PGV)) and the standard deviation 

(ϕln(PGV)) of ln(PGV) for the five source models of the Landers earthquake (bin-

width=20 km). The marker size indicates the number of stations in each bin. The 

black markers are the average ϕln(PGV). ϕln(PGV) decreases as a power law (α RJB
k) 

with increasing distance. The dashed line shows the least-squares fit to the 

corresponding ϕln(PGV) values. Abbreviations are as follows: BA: Boore and Atkinson 

(2008), CB: Campbell and Bozorgnia (2008), AS: Abrahamson and Silva (2008), CY: 

Chiou and Youngs (2008).Figure 2.4: (a): Statistical summary of PGD residuals (in 

natural log scale) between simulated and observed waveforms for the five source 

models of the Landers earthquake. Different markers are used for different source 

models. The grey makers show the calculated mean residual, and grey bars show 

standard deviation for every source model. (b): Comparing mean and standard 

deviation of PGV computed from simulations with a GMPE (Boore and Atkinson, 

2008). Different markers represent mean of PGV, and the bar indicates the 

corresponding standard deviation. 
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The above steps of validating our ground-motion simulation approach ensure that 

our subsequent analysis of ground-motion variability will not suffer from numerical 

artifacts, or any unrealistic assumptions or parameter choices. 

 

2.3 Analysis of Ground-Motion Variability 

In this section, we analyze the ground-motion variability of PGV with respect to 

RJB and the source-to-site azimuth, and compare PSA-values from our simulations with 

GMPE-derived PSA estimates. We also consider an approach to correct ground-motion 

amplitudes with respect to directivity due to the rupture-propagation directionality 

(Spudich and Chiou, 2008). 

 

2.3.1 Distance Dependence 

For the analysis of ground-motion variability we bin the PGV values at 2500 sites 

with respect to RJB-distance using a bin-width of 20 km, with the constraint that each bin 

has at least 200 stations. We also test the effect of bin-width on ϕln(PGV) by considering 

smaller (15 km) and larger (25 km) bin-widths, and find that all considered bin-widths 

lead to similar results (compare Figure 2.5 with Figure A.2a and A.2b of the Appendix 

A). 
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Figure 2.5: Distance dependence of the mean (μln(PGV)) and the standard deviation 

(ϕln(PGV)) of ln(PGV) for the five source models of the Landers earthquake (bin-

width=20 km). The marker size indicates the number of stations in each bin. The 

black markers are the average ϕln(PGV). ϕln(PGV) decreases as a power law (α RJB
k) 

with increasing distance. The dashed line shows the least-squares fit to the 

corresponding ϕln(PGV) values. Abbreviations are as follows: BA: Boore and Atkinson 

(2008), CB: Campbell and Bozorgnia (2008), AS: Abrahamson and Silva (2008), CY: 

Chiou and Youngs (2008). 

 
 

Figure 2.6: Azimuthal dependence of μln(PGV) and ϕln(PGV) for the five source models 

(bin-width=15°). The marker size represents the number of stations in each bin. Black 

circles and line marks the average μln(PGV) and average ϕln(PGV) for the five source 

models. The coefficients I, γ, x0, and C of the Lorentz function (depicted by black 

line) are obtained from non-linear optimization for average μln(PGV). Note that 0° 
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Table 2.2: Parameters α and k of the power law (α RJB
k) obtained by least-squares 

fitting to the distance dependence of ϕln(PGV) for the 1992 Landers earthquake. 

Source name α k 

Cotton 1.03 -0.13 

Hernandez 0.82 -0.11 

Zeng 0.96 -0.09 

Wald 1.31 -0.19 

Cohee 1.47 -0.18 

Average  ϕln(PGV) 1.11 -0.14 

 

Figure 2.5 shows distance dependence of the mean (μln(PGV)) and the standard 

deviation (ϕln(PGV)) of ln(PGV). As expected, μln(PGV) decreases with increasing distance 

for all five models due to geometrical spreading and attenuation. For reference, we also 

display the intra-event ground-motion variability from four GMPEs (Boore and Atkinson, 

2008; Campbell and Bozorgnia, 2008; Abrahamson and Silva, 2008; Chiou and Youngs, 

2008). We observe that ϕln(PGV) from our simulations is higher in the very near-field 

region (RJB < 20 km) than that estimated by GMPEs, but ϕln(PGV) decreases with 

increasing distance approaching the constant values of the GMPEs. 

To examine the distance-dependence of ground-motion variability, we model the 

ϕln(PGV)-dependence on RJB as a power law, ϕln(PGV) = α RJB
k. Using least-squares fitting, 

we estimate the values of parameters α and k (Table 2.2; corresponding curves are shown 

by dashed lines in Figure 2.5). We also calculate the mean value of ϕln(PGV) and the 
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power-law fit for the ensemble (depicted by black symbols and dashed line in Figure 2.5). 

We find α = 1,11 and k = -0.14 for the mean ϕln(PGV). Note that for all cases considered, α 

is always positive, ranging between 0.82 and 1.47, while k is always negative, ranging 

from -0.19 to -0.09. We find that the approximation by a power law is applicable over the 

entire RJB-range considered in this study (1 < RJB < 106 km), but we cannot assess 

whether this trend persists to larger distances. 

The space-time complexity of the earthquake rupture process has significant 

influence on near-field ground motion and its variability. In particular the directivity 

effect, due to a combination of the rupture-propagation direction and the S-wave 

radiation pattern, generates vastly different ground-motion amplitudes in the near-field of 

large earthquakes, depending on whether the rupture propagates towards (forward 

directivity) or away (backward directivity) from a site. The Landers earthquake had 

strong directivity effect, as first identified by Somerville et al. (1997), resulting in higher 

ground motion in the northern part of the fault because of the unidirectional (south to 

north) rupture propagation. The effect of geometrical spreading is the same for all sites at 

a particular RJB distance and therefore does not affect the ϕln(PGV) value for specific RJB 

distance. Consequently, geometrical spreading is not the cause for the distance-decay of 

ϕln(PGV), although it contributes to the distance-decay of μln(PGV). On the other hand, the 

directivity effect is strong at near-source distances and becomes weaker farther away 

from the source. Therefore, we interpret the distance decay of ϕln(PGV) as a consequence 

of the strong directivity effect. The power-law exponent k will be large (or small) in the 

presence of strong (or weak) directivity. When the exponent k is zero, ϕln(PGV) is equal to 
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α, i.e., ϕln(PGV) becomes constant, consistent with ground-motion variability of standard 

GMPEs.  

The five Landers source models considered here are derived by inversion of 

seismic and/or geodetic data. Ideally, they should predict identical ground motions. 

However, the uncertainties in kinematic inversions manifest themselves in intra-event 

ground-motion variability of the estimated rupture parameters, which consequently 

contribute to predicted ground-motion and their variability (Figure 2.5). Our results show 

that the uncertainty of the inverted source models does not the change the power-law 

decay trend of ϕln(PGV), however, it does affect the absolute values of ϕln(PGV). 

 

2.3.2 Azimuthal Dependence 

Next, we analyze ground-motion variability as a function of azimuth. Since the 

five rupture models have complex fault geometry, we compute azimuth with respect to 

the average strike direction and epicenter of each model. The azimuth values ranges from 

0° to 180° and 0° to -180°, measured in clockwise and anti-clockwise directions, 

respectively. The PGV values at the 2500 sites are then binned with respect to azimuth to 

compute the mean (μln(PGV)) and the standard deviation (ϕln(PGV)) of PGV considering a 

lognormal distribution. We choose a bin-width of 15° to ensure that each bin has at least 

30 stations, and we require that the mean azimuth lies near the center of the bin. To verify 

that our analysis does not depend on the bin-width, we calculate μln(PGV) and ϕln(PGV) also 

for bin-width 30° (compare Fig. 2.6 with Figure A.3 of the Appendix A). 
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Figure 2.6 shows the azimuthal dependence of μln(PGV) and ϕln(PGV). As expected, 

μln(PGV) is highest in the forward directivity region (i.e., for average strike direction with 

Figure 2.6: Azimuthal dependence of μln(PGV) and ϕln(PGV) for the five source models 

(bin-width=15°). The marker size represents the number of stations in each bin. Black 

circles and line marks the average μln(PGV) and average ϕln(PGV) for the five source 

models. The coefficients I, γ, x0, and C of the Lorentz function (depicted by black 

line) are obtained from non-linear optimization for average μln(PGV). Note that 0° 

azimuth represents the average strike direction. 

 

 

Figure 2.7: The mean PSA residual (period T = 10 s) for the cases with (black) and 

without (grey) directivity correction (DC) applied to the Boore & Atkinson (2008), as 

a function of azimuth (bin-width=15°). Note that 0° azimuth represents the average 

strike direction.Figure 2.6: Azimuthal dependence of μln(PGV) and ϕln(PGV) for the 

five source models (bin-width=15°). The marker size represents the number of 

stations in each bin. Black circles and line marks the average μln(PGV) and average 

ϕln(PGV) for the five source models. The coefficients I, γ, x0, and C of the Lorentz 
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azimuth 0°), and lowest in the backward directivity region (i.e., for azimuth ±180°). This 

pattern reflects strong directivity effects. We compute average μln(PGV), and find that it is 

well described by a Cauchy-Lorentz function (Figure 2.6) that has its origin as a solution 

of a differential equation for forced resonance, and describes the shape of spectral lines in 

spectroscopy. The unilateral rupture propagation with directivity effect compresses the 

energy released in forward direction. The directivity-driven μln(PGV) pattern is analogous 

to spectral energy peaks, and therefore a Cauchy-Lorentz distribution represents a 

directivity characterization based on fundamental wave physics. The functional form of 

this distribution is given as 

y = I 
γ2

(x − x0)2 + γ2
+ C,                                                                                        (2.1) 

where, I, γ, x0 are the height, the half-width at half-maximum, and the location parameter, 

respectively. C is the constant translation term that shifts the level up and down. A small 

(large) γ indicates that the peak of the distribution is sharp (broad), which implies strong 

(weak) directivity. Large (or small) values of I represent high (or low) PGV values in 

forward directivity compared to the backward directivity region. If there is no directivity, 

then the pattern of μln(PGV) will simply be a periodic function due to the S-wave radiation 

pattern, in which case the Cauchy-Lorentz distribution cannot be used. We estimate the 

corresponding coefficients using non-linear optimization of fitting Eq. 2.1 to the average 

μln(PGV) (Figure 2.6). 

Analyzing the simulation results for all five rupture models, we find that ground-

motion variability is high along the average strike direction (azimuth 0°). Smaller 
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ground-motion variability occurs perpendicular to average strike direction (azimuth 

±90°), but it is high again along -142.5° direction (Figure 2.6). Any potential periodic 

pattern of ϕln(PGV) due to the S-wave point-source radiation pattern is distorted, due to the 

complexity of slip and rupture-propagation effects. High ϕln(PGV) in the forward direction 

(azimuth 0°) can be explained by location of fault segments with high slip patches in 

forward direction, therefore, high and small values of PGV and consequently higher 

ϕln(PGV) are found in the corresponding azimuthal bins. Also, unilateral rupture 

propagation compresses the radiated seismic energy in the forward direction leading to 

further increase of PGV values in the bins in forward direction. However, as the azimuth 

increases and sites are located farther away from the forward rupture-propagation 

direction, the seismic wave energy is more dispersed in time, while the distance from 

high slip patches increases. In combination, this leads to lower variability of PGV values, 

and hence ϕln(PGV) is low along azimuthal directions ±90°. The azimuth angle -142.5° 

depicts backward rupture propagation direction with respect to complex geometry of the 

fault (see Figure 2.3). Hence, the high value of ϕln(PGV) along -142.5° direction is, 

similarly as for the forward direction, a consequence of the directivity effect. In general, 

we find that ground-motion variability is high in the forward and backward rupture-

propagation direction, but low in the perpendicular direction. Therefore, the distortion of 

the periodic pattern of ϕln(PGV) is mainly due to directivity. A detailed study on the 

influence of rupture parameters on azimuthal variation of ϕln(PGV) will be presented in the 

next section. 
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2.3.3 Comparison of Numerical Simulations with GMPE Estimates 

We now compare our numerical results with GMPE estimates to which we apply 

the directivity correction proposed by Spudich and Chiou (2008) derived for the GMPE 

by Boore and Atkinson (2008). Because the correction is applicable only to Pseudo 

Spectral Acceleration (PSA), we compute PSA for natural periods at 5 s and 10 s with 

5% damping ratio. The GMPE predicts the same value of PSA (or PGV) for a given RJB 

in all directions (-180° to 180°). The directivity-corrected GMPE accounts for rupture-

propagation direction, and consequently PSA values vary spatially even for a fixed RJB. 

The directivity correction by Spudich and Chiou (2008) is based on the correction 

term fD 

 fD = fr(Rrup)fM(M)(a + b . IDP) (2.2) 

where,  fr = max [0, (1 −
max (0,Rrup−40)

30
)]    and fM = min [1,

max (0,M−5.6)

0.4
]. 

The factor fr denotes a distance taper that is unity for rupture distances (Rrup) between 0 

and 40 km, and then tapers linearly to zero at Rrup ≥ 70 km. fM is a magnitude taper that is 

zero for earthquake magnitude (M) range of 0 to 5.6, and rises linearly to unity for at M ≥ 

6.0.  Equation (2.2) includes an isochrone directivity predictor (IDP) that Spudich and 

Chiou (2008) calculate using the isochrone velocity ratio and the radiation-pattern 

amplitude at a specific location (Spudich and Frazer, 1984), accounting for complex 

geometry and rupture-propagation direction. 
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For computing this directivity correction, the connected segmented geometries 

(with no overlap between segments) used in the Cotton, Hernandez and Zeng models are 

considered as a single-fault rupture from definition of Spudich and Chiou (2008). The 

overlapping segments of the Wald and Cohee models are considered as multi-fault 

ruptures. Accordingly, each segment of these models has its own hypocenter location, 

assigned based on the rupture onset time distributions. It should be noted that fD does not 

account for heterogeneity of slip and rupture speed, both of which strongly affect the 

Figure 2.7: The mean PSA residual (period T = 10 s) for the cases with (black) and 

without (grey) directivity correction (DC) applied to the Boore & Atkinson (2008), as 

a function of azimuth (bin-width=15°). Note that 0° azimuth represents the average 

strike direction. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.8: Distance dependence of μln(PGV) and ϕln(PGV) for seven source models 

obtained from rupture parameters combinations of Cotton, point source and Cotton 

(bin-width=20 km). The models are numbered m1 to m9 for reference. The dashed 

line represents power law fit to the corresponding ϕln(PGV) values. The marker size 

represents the number of stations in each bin. Abbreviations are as follows: BA: 

Boore and Atkinson (2008), CB: Campbell and Bozorgnia (2008), AS: Abrahamson 

and Silva (2008), CY: Chiou and Youngs (2008), ptsrc: Point source.Figure 2.7: The 

mean PSA residual (period T = 10 s) for the cases with (black) and without (grey) 

directivity correction (DC) applied to the Boore & Atkinson (2008), as a function of 

azimuth (bin-width=15°). Note that 0° azimuth represents the average strike direction. 
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radiation pattern and hence directivity effect. Because the directivity correction is zero 

for RJB > 70 km, we compute fD for RJB range 1 km to 71 km for all five source models at 

5 s and 10 s periods (Figure A.4 of Appendix A). 

At each station, we compare residuals R = ln(PSAsim/PSAGMPE) and RfD
=

ln(PSAsim/PSAGMPEfD
) , i.e., the residuals with respect to the GMPE estimates without 

and with directivity-correction, respectively. We find only minor differences between R 

and RfD
, for both considered periods (Figure A.5 of Appendix A). To further analyze and 

summarize the differences, we bin the residuals as a function of azimuth (bin-width 15°) 

and calculate the mean for 10 s period (Figure 2.7). The azimuth for each station is 

computed with respect to the average strike direction (with origin at the epicenter). The 

mean RfD
 residuals are lower than the mean R residuals along average strike direction 

(0°) for all five models, indicating that the directivity correction partially captures the 

directivity effect. However, for the other directions, mean RfD
 residuals are higher than 

mean R residuals. Overall, we find the differences between the mean R and RfD
 residuals 

are insignificant, for all directions. Therefore, our results indicate that the directivity 

correction proposed by Spudich and Chiou (2008) does not fully capture the spatial 

variations in ground-motion variability. The space-time complexity of the earthquake 

rupture process is unlikely to be sufficiently described by the IDP term. Because GMPEs 

are statistically derived, combining recordings from many earthquakes, they average 

directivity effects. Likewise, a directivity correction provides an approach to quantify the 

average, or generalized, directivity behavior, which appears insufficient to capture the 

directivity signature in simulated ground motions for Landers source models. We also 
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investigated PSA residuals between estimates from observed data (from ten stations) and 

the predictions using Boore and Atkinson (2008) for the cases with and without 

directivity correction. The analysis of observed data confirms our findings from 

simulations that Spudich and Chiou (2008) directivity correction has only a small effect, 

and does not capture full directivity signature in ground-motions. 

 

2.4 Insights on Ground-Motion Variability from Source Heterogeneity  

In this section, we investigate ground-motions arising from simplified canonical 

models to better understand the origins of ground-motion variability and to identify key 

parameters controlling ϕln(PGV). 

 

2.4.1 Canonical Models 

We generate seven simplified canonical rupture models based on the Cotton 

model of the Landers earthquake. Our objective is to analyze how (or if) heterogeneous 

slip, rise time and rupture speed affect ground-motion variability. The canonical models, 

obtained by combinations of heterogeneous and uniform distributions of source 

parameters, are summarized in Table 2.3. For example, HDTr−UVr denotes a rupture 

model with heterogeneous (H) slip (D) and rise time (Tr), but uniform (U) rupture speed 

(Vr). Interchangeably with this notation, we will also use the nomenclature m1 to m9 (see 

Table 2.3). The uniform parameters are obtained by computing the spatial average of the 

corresponding heterogeneous source quantity, resulting in mean values of slip, rise time, 
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rupture speed of 241.46 cm, 3.18 s, 2.83 km/s respectively. Fault geometry and source 

time function remain unchanged. Furthermore, we consider a point source with the same 

seismic moment of the Cotton model, using a Brune source-time function with rise time 

identical to the total rupture time of the Cotton model. Including the original Cotton 

model, we thus compare ground-motions for nine canonical models, eight finite-fault 

models and one point-source model (Table 2.3). We use the SORD-code for seismic 

wavefield simulations, applying the station configurations as before (Figure 2.3) and the 

one-dimensional Earth model of the Cotton model. 

Table 2.3: Combinations of heterogeneous and uniform rupture 

parameters for Cotton source. 

Model reference Model name  D Tr  Vr 

UDTrVr m1 U U U 

HD−UTrVr m2 H U U 

HTr−UDVr m3 U H U 

HVr−UDTr m4 U U H 

HDTr−UVr m5 H H U 

HDVr−UTr m6 H U H 

HTrVr−UD m7 U H H 

Cotton m8 H H H 

ptsrc m9 - - - 

U: Uniform, H: Heterogeneous, D: Slip, Tr: Rise time, Vr: Rupture 

speed, ptsrc: Point source 
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2.4.2 Distance Dependence 

Figure 2.8 compares the distance dependence of μln(PGV) and ϕln(PGV) of the seven 

canonical models with those for the Cotton model and the point source. We fit the power 

law, ϕln(PGV) = α RJB
k, and obtain the values for the parameters α and k by least-squares 

fitting (see Table 2.4).  

Figure 2.8 indicates that slip heterogeneity largely controls the power-law decay 

of ϕln(PGV). All three models with heterogeneous slip (i.e., HD−UTrVr, HDTr−UVr, and 

HDVr−UTr) yield k-values in range -0.13 to -0.10, consistent with the original Cotton 

model for which k = - 0.13. All other canonical models, with uniform slip, yield 

significantly lower k-values, in the range from -0.03 to 0.01, that is, k is so small that the 

resulting ϕln(PGV) is almost constant.   
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Figure 2.8: Distance dependence of μln(PGV) and ϕln(PGV) for seven source models 

obtained from rupture parameters combinations of Cotton, point source and Cotton 

(bin-width=20 km). The models are numbered m1 to m9 for reference. The dashed 

line represents power law fit to the corresponding ϕln(PGV) values. The marker size 

represents the number of stations in each bin. Abbreviations are as follows: BA: 

Boore and Atkinson (2008), CB: Campbell and Bozorgnia (2008), AS: Abrahamson 

and Silva (2008), CY: Chiou and Youngs (2008), ptsrc: Point source. 

 

 

Figure 2.9: Azimuthal dependence of μln(PGV) and ϕln(PGV) for seven source models 

obtained from rupture parameters combinations of Cotton, point source and Cotton 
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Table 2.4: Parameters α and k of the power law (α RJB
k) obtained from least-squares 

fitting to the distance dependence of  ϕln(PGV) for nine sources. 

Model reference Model name α k 

UDTrVr m1 0.56 0.01 

HD−UTrVr m2 1.16 -0.10 

HTr−UDVr m3 0.48 0.01 

HVr−UDTr m4 0.52 -0.01 

HDTr−UVr m5 1.18 -0.11 

HDVr−UTr m6 1.02 -0.13 

HTrVr−UD m7 0.78 -0.03 

Cotton m8 1.03 -0.13 

ptsrc m9 0.27 0.13 

 

Figure 2.8 also suggests that the effects of heterogeneity in rise-time (Tr) and 

rupture velocity (Vr) on ϕln(PGV) depend on the heterogeneity of slip (D). If slip is 

heterogeneous then neither heterogeneous nor uniform rise time cause sizable effects on 

ϕln(PGV), (compare solutions m5 with m2, or m8 with m6). However, if slip is uniform, 

heterogeneous Tr seems to be responsible for lower ϕln(PGV) (compare solutions m3 with 

m1). Similarly, if slip is uniform, heterogeneous Vr seems to be responsible for lower 

ϕln(PGV) (compare solutions m4 with m1). However, if both Tr and Vr are heterogeneous 

and slip is uniform, higher ϕln(PGV) is found compared to the cases of only Tr (or Vr) 

being heterogeneous (compare solutions m7 with m3 or m7 with m4). This suggests that 
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there is a trade off between Tr and Vr which is also supported by similar ϕln(PGV)-values 

for HTr-UDVr (m3) and HVr-UDTr (m4). Note that ϕln(PGV) computed from simplified 

models m3 and m4 is close to ϕln(PGV) estimates for the four GMPEs we use (See Fig 2.8 

for details). 

Next, we analyze ϕln(PGV)  for the point-source model. Due to a small number of 

stations (only 86) for the distance bin RJB = 11 km, we do not consider it statistically 

robust and excluded it from power-law fitting. Ground-motion variability of a point 

source is constant with distance as a consequence of fixed ratio of P- and S-wave 

amplitudes (because both decay with 1/r). Our results, however, indicate a slow increase 

of ϕln(PGV) with RJB, as a result of the presence of reflected and refracted body waves as 

well as surface waves, generated by the layered velocity structure. For larger RJB, ϕln(PGV) 

is closer to GMPEs estimates. 

From the seven additional finite-fault models, those with heterogeneous slip 

exhibit a power-law decay with distance, similar to that of the original Cotton model. 

Uniform-slip models yield a substantially smaller slope k. We also find that slip 

heterogeneity plays a role in case of heterogeneous rise time and rupture speed. Our 

results indicate that slip heterogeneity is the controlling parameter for the power-law 

decay of ground-motion variability for low frequencies (0 - 0.5 Hz). However, further 

analysis is required to precisely quantify effects of slip heterogeneity on the power law 

decay of ground-motion variability.  
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2.4.3 Azimuthal Dependence 

  Next, we analyze the azimuthal dependence of ϕln(PGV) for the eight simplified 

rupture models and the original Cotton model (Figure 2.9). The distributions of μln(PGV) 

have a similar shape to the Cauchy-Lorentz function for the finite-fault models, while the 

point source shows the expected 𝜋/2 - periodic S-wave radiation pattern. We fit the 

Cauchy-Lorentz function to the azimuthal distributions of μln(PGV) and estimate its 

parameters (Eq. 2.1; see Table 2.5 and Figure A.6 of Appendix A). Table 2.5 lists the 

corresponding residual sum of squares (RSS) with respect to the fit to the Cotton model. 

The four parameters for the model with heterogeneous slip and rupture speed (HDVr−UTr) 

are close to the Cotton model with lowest RSS. On the other hand, the model with 

uniform slip and rupture speed (HTr−UDVr) has highest RSS, with large deviation from 

Cotton (Figure 2.9 and Figure A.6 of Appendix A), indicating that slip and rupture speed 

control μln(PGV). The model with uniform slip HTrVr−UD shows a broad distribution of 

μln(PGV), hence the highest γ-value. We also observe that rise time has the smallest effect 

on the shape of Cauchy-Lorentz function (compare solutions m6 with m8, or m2 with 

m5). Thus, the combination of slip and rupture speed controls the shape of Cauchy-

Lorentz function, with slip being the dominating parameter.   

Figure 2.9 also reveals that ϕln(PGV) of m1 to m7 show a similar pattern as the 

Cotton model, while ϕln(PGV) from the point source is periodic due to S-wave radiation 

pattern. Table 2.6 lists the RSS-values of ϕln(PGV) with respect to the Cotton model, 

showing that ϕln(PGV) from rupture model m6 with heterogeneous slip and rupture speed 

is closet to Cotton with lowest RSS (Figure 2.9 and Table 2.6). The model m1 and m3 
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yield a high RSS-value, indicating again that heterogeneity of rise time appears least 

important. The remaining four models (m2, m4, m5, m7) also show large values of RSS, 

but heterogeneous slip leads to significantly lower RSS-values for m5 compared to m3, 

for m6 compared to m4, and for m2 compared to m1. Heterogeneous rupture speed leads 

to significantly lower RSS-value for m6 compared to m2, for m7 compared to m3, and 

for m4 compared to m1. Based on these observations, we conclude that combination of 

slip and rupture speed controls the azimuthal pattern of ϕln(PGV), but at this point it is 

difficult to assess which of the two is the dominating parameter. 
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Figure 2.9: Azimuthal dependence of μln(PGV) and ϕln(PGV) for seven source models 

obtained from rupture parameters combinations of Cotton, point source and Cotton 

(bin-width=15°). The marker size represents the number of stations in each bin. Note 

that 0° azimuth represents the average strike direction. 

 

 

Figure 2.10: Total slip component (along rake) for a large Mw 7.8 ShakeOut rupture 

scenario (Graves et al., 2008). The fault has subtle geometric complexities with 

variations in strike directions and dip angles. The red star denotes the hypocenter. Slip 

is given in meters.Figure 2.9: Azimuthal dependence of μln(PGV) and ϕln(PGV) for 
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Table 2.5: Parameters I, γ, x0 and C obtained from non-linear optimization of fitting 

the Cauchy-Lorentz distribution to the azimuthal distribution of μln(PGV) for the eight 

sources. 

Model 

reference 

Model 

name 

I γ x0 C RSS 

UDTrVr m1 1.93 30.43 5.94 0.8 54.17  

HD−UTrVr m2 2.62 50.37 7.79 0.18 28.13  

HTr−UDVr m3 1.66 35.08 8.12 0.94 86.04  

HVr−UDTr m4 1.71 78.24 12.41 -0.32 62.10  

HDTr−UVr m5 2.54 47.86 7.1 0.29 32.37  

HDVr−UTr m6 1.9 58.82 5.69 -0.02 11.23  

HTrVr−UD m7 3.37 149.52 19.45 -1.48 23.26  

Cotton m8 2.07 66.59 6.21 0.0 0.00  

 

Table 2.6: Residual sum of squares (RSS) of  ϕln(PGV) with respect 

to Cotton for the seven sources. 

Source name Model name RSS 

UDTrVr m1 1.06 

HD−UTrVr m2 0.38 

HTr−UDVr m3 0.77 

HVr−UDTr m4 0.38 

HDTr−UVr m5 0.16 

HDVr−UTr m6 0.03 

HTrVr−UD m7 0.48 
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2.5 M 7.8 ShakeOut Scenario 

  Here, we test our hypothesis that ground-motion variability due to unilateral 

ruptures with directivity effect decays as a power law of RJB and that the decay is 

primarily controlled by slip heterogeneity. We also test the hypothesis that ground-

motion variability is high along rupture propagation direction, and low along 

perpendicular direction for unilateral ruptures. To this end we perform simulations for the 

ShakeOut scenario - a hypothetical M 7.8 strike-slip earthquake in Southern California, 

with complex fault geometry and heterogeneous rupture process, embedded in a 3D 

velocity structure. 

 

2.5.1 Kinematic source 

The “ShakeOut” project developed several earthquake scenarios designed to 

examine physical, social, and economic consequences of a major earthquake in southern 

California (Jones et al., 2008). Hypothetical, Mw 7.8 earthquakes are constructed by 

compiling information from trenching, prehistoric earthquakes, instrumental recordings, 

and theories of earthquake source physics (Jones et al., 2008). The extent of the fault 

rupture is determined from geological characteristics. The fault length is 305 km, and 

rupture depth is slightly variable (average fault width is 14.4 km). We consider the case 

with hypocenter located near the southern end of the San Andreas Fault for which rupture 

propagates towards the North. The kinematic rupture process follows the description of 

Graves et al. (2008), with average slip of 4.6m. The slip distribution is a combination of a 

characterization by Jones et al. (2008) for long length scales (>30 km) and the approach 
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of Mai and Beroza (2002) for short length scales. The source-time function is a Brune 

pulse, with rise time proportional to the square root of slip. Independent source-time 

functions in strike- and dip-directions allow for temporal rake rotations. Figure 2.10 

shows the distribution of slip on the fault with local variations of strike and dip angles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.10: Total slip component (along rake) for a large Mw 7.8 ShakeOut rupture 

scenario (Graves et al., 2008). The fault has subtle geometric complexities with 

variations in strike directions and dip angles. The red star denotes the hypocenter. Slip 

is given in meters. 

 

Figure 2.11: S-wave speed extracted from the community velocity model (SCEC, 

CVM4; Kohler et. al., 2003) at different depth levels for computing the seismic 

wavefield for the Shake-Out rupture scenario shown in Fig 2.10.  The black line 

represents surface projection of San Andreas fault, the red star marks the epicenter 

position, and black arrow depicts the north direction. Black dots are receiver 

positions. The dashed black lines show the azimuthal directions with respect to the 

epicenter (chosen as origin in a Cartesian reference frame).Figure 2.10: Total slip 
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Figure 2.11: S-wave speed extracted from the community velocity model (SCEC, 

CVM4; Kohler et. al., 2003) at different depth levels for computing the seismic 

wavefield for the Shake-Out rupture scenario shown in Fig 2.10.  The black line 

represents surface projection of San Andreas fault, the red star marks the epicenter 

position, and black arrow depicts the north direction. Black dots are receiver 

positions. The dashed black lines show the azimuthal directions with respect to the 

epicenter (chosen as origin in a Cartesian reference frame). 

 

Figure 2.12: Distance dependence of μln(PGV) and ϕln(PGV) for the ShakeOut scenario 

simulation (bin-width=15 km). The marker size represents the number of stations in 

each bin. ϕln(PGV) decreases as a power law (α RJB
k) with increasing distance. The 
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2.5.2 Computational model and parameters 

To replicate the ShakeOut simulation, we use the 3D velocity model CVM4 

(Kohler et. al., 2003) of the Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC) with 

truncated S-wave speed (Vs-min = 620 m/s; the P-wave speed is then modified such that 

local Vp/Vs-ratio is conserved). Figure 2.11 shows horizontal slices of Vs at various 

depths. To examine the near-field ground motion variability, we consider a set of 4700 

receivers, at a spacing of 5 km (Figure 2.11). Our targeted simulation frequency is 0.8 

Hz, resulting in a grid size of 50 m and a computational time step dt = 0.0033 s. The 

simulated waveforms are band-pass filtered in the frequency range 0.05 – 0.8 Hz using a 

2nd order Butterworth filter. 

 

2.5.3 Distance dependence 

We compute PGV from synthetic seismograms at the grid of receivers. PGV 

values are binned with respect to RJB using bin-width of 15 km, applying the same 

criteria as for the Landers case. We calculate the mean (μln(PGV)) and the associated 

standard deviation (ϕln(PGV)) considering a lognormal distribution (Figure 2.12). As 

expected, μln(PGV) decreases with increasing distance due to geometrical spreading. 

Fitting a power law to ϕln(PGV) we obtain α = 0.94 and k = -0.13. Both parameters, but k 

in particular, are close to those obtained from average ϕln(PGV) of the Landers simulations 

(α = 1.11, k = -0.14). Local deviations from the power law are much larger compared to 

the power-law fit for Landers, in particular for the bin at RJB ~ 25 km. We attribute this to 

effects of 3D velocity structure. We observe that ground-motion variability is much 
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larger in the near-source distances (< 25 km) compared to the ϕln(PGV) associated with 

standard GMPEs, but decreases towards the GMPE-predicted values at larger distance. 

This is consistent with our results for the Landers earthquake. The ShakeOut rupture is 

unilateral with very strong directivity effect, which we identified above as the primary 

reason for the power-law decay of the variability. Thus, our physical and statistical 

understanding based on Landers simulations is supported by the results for ShakeOut 

scenario for distance dependence of ground-motion variability. 

 

2.5.4 Azimuthal dependence 

To analyze the azimuthal-dependence of ground-motion for the ShakeOut 

scenario, we calculate azimuth with respect to the average strike direction and the 

epicenter (Figure 2.11), and define azimuth-dependent PGV-bins of 15° width to 

compute μln(PGV) and ϕln(PGV) (Figure 2.13). Due to strong directivity, μln(PGV) is highest 

in the forward directivity region (azimuth 0°), and lowest in the backward directivity 

region (azimuth ±180°). We find that μln(PGV) for the ShakeOut simulation is well 

approximated by the Cauchy-Lorentz function (Figure 2.13), consistent with our 

observations from Landers simulations. The parameters (I= 2.78, γ= 40.73, x0= 7.08 and 

C = 0.94) are in agreement with the ones we found for the Landers simulations (I= 2.02, 

γ= 56.13, x0= 6.00 and C = 0.45). For visual comparison, we plot the Cauchy-Lorentz 

function for the Landers simulations, shifted such that parameter C is equal to that of 

ShakeOut (see Figure 2.13).  
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Ground-motion variability is high along the average strike direction (azimuth 0°) 

and along the backward rupture propagation direction (azimuth ±180°). Interestingly, 

ϕln(PGV) is low along the azimuth +90° but high high along -90° (Figure 2.13). These 

findings are generally consistent with our result for the Landers simulations, whereby the 

high ϕln(PGV) along the -90° direction is attributed to 3D velocity heterogeneity and basin 

effects (Figure 2.11).  

Overall, the ShakeOut simulation confirms that μln(PGV) follows a Cauchy-

Lorentz function, and that ϕln(PGV) is high in rupture propagation direction, but low in 

perpendicular direction. Though ϕln(PGV) is modulated by 3D heterogeneous Earth 

structure, these results are consistent with our findings for Landers. Consequently, the 

ShakeOut results corroborate our previously obtained statistical analysis and physical 

understanding from Landers simulations on azimuthal dependence of ground-motion 

variability. 
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Figure 2.12: Distance dependence of μln(PGV) and ϕln(PGV) for the ShakeOut scenario 

simulation (bin-width=15 km). The marker size represents the number of stations in 

each bin. ϕln(PGV) decreases as a power law (α RJB
k) with increasing distance. The 

dashed black line represents power law fit to the corresponding ϕln(PGV)values. 

Abbreviations as in Figure 2.5. 

 

Figure 2.13: Azimuthal dependence of μln(PGV) and ϕln(PGV) for the ShakeOut 

scenario simulation (bin-width=15°). The marker size represents the number of 

stations in each bin. The coefficients I, γ, x0, and C of the Lorentz function are 

obtained from non-linear optimization for μln(PGV), and black line depicts the 

corresponding fit. Additional Lorentz function (dashed grey line) based on parameters 

estimated from Landers simulations with parameter C equal to ShakeOut is also 

plotted to facilitate the comparison. Note that 0° azimuth represents the average strike 

direction.Figure 2.12: Distance dependence of μln(PGV) and ϕln(PGV) for the ShakeOut 
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Figure 2.13: Azimuthal dependence of μln(PGV) and ϕln(PGV) for the ShakeOut 

scenario simulation (bin-width=15°). The marker size represents the number of 

stations in each bin. The coefficients I, γ, x0, and C of the Lorentz function are 

obtained from non-linear optimization for μln(PGV), and black line depicts the 

corresponding fit. Additional Lorentz function (dashed grey line) based on parameters 

estimated from Landers simulations with parameter C equal to ShakeOut is also 

plotted to facilitate the comparison. Note that 0° azimuth represents the average strike 

direction. 

 

 

Figure 2.13: Azimuthal dependence of μln(PGV) and ϕln(PGV) for the ShakeOut 

scenario simulation (bin-width=15°). The marker size represents the number of 

stations in each bin. The coefficients I, γ, x0, and C of the Lorentz function are 

obtained from non-linear optimization for μln(PGV), and black line depicts the 
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2.6 Discussion 

Based on our analysis of ground-motion simulations for the M 7.3 1992 Landers 

earthquake and a hypothetical M 7.8 ShakeOut scenario, we find that ground-motion 

variability due to unilateral ruptures obeys a power-law decrease with distance. Our 

results indicate that in the low frequency range, this effect is mainly controlled by slip 

heterogeneity. We measure similar values for the power-law decay for the Landers (α= 

1.11, k= -0.14) and ShakeOut (α= 0.94, k= -0.13), indicating that the parameters may be 

relatively stable for different events.  

We also find that ϕln(PGV) in the very near-field (RJB< 20 km) is significantly 

higher than  commonly reported in published GMPEs. Our estimates of the intra-event 

ϕln(PGV) for RJB  = 11 km (ϕln(PGV) ~ 0.6 - 1.0) are consistent with those of Imtiaz et al. 

(2015) for unilateral ruptures (ϕln(PGV) ~ 0.5 – 1.0). Imtiaz et al. (2015) also find distance-

dependence of ϕln(PGV), which they interpret to be a consequence of the directivity effect. 

In our study we develop a quantitative understanding of the distance-decay of ϕln(PGV) 

from a statistical (by fitting a functional form) as well as a physical (by analyzing effect 

of rupture parameters) point of view. In our simulations, the relatively high value of 

ϕln(PGV) for RJB< 20 km is a consequence of heterogeneous fault slip (as shows in Fig. 

2.8). The influence of heterogeneity of rupture speed and/or rise time is of smaller 

importance. We further expect that other factors like, fault roughness, seismic scattering, 

or plastic deformation, may also affect the behavior of ϕln(PGV) in near field. Fault 

roughness causes local stress perturbations, leading to localized accelerations and 

decelerations of the rupture front (Madariaga, 1977), and promotes self-healing pulses 
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(Shi and Day, 2013), leading to increased high-frequency radiation that affects near-field 

ground motion. Small-scale heterogeneities in Earth structure produce significant high-

frequency seismic wave scattering (Imperatori and Mai, 2013), which results in apparent 

isotropic – instead of four-lobed – S-wave radiation pattern (Takemura et al., 2009). 

Inclusion of plastic deformation in rupture dynamics leads to slip-rate saturation and a 

shift of the corner-frequency towards lower frequencies compared with elastic case 

(Andrews, 2005; Shi and Day, 2013). We conjecture that fault roughness and seismic 

scattering increase near-field ground-motion variability, while plasticity may lead to 

decreased the ϕln(PGV).  

In the far-field (RJB ~100 km), the ϕln(PGV)–values estimated from simulations 

converge to the values of ϕln(PGV) given in standard GMPEs. The higher near-field 

ground-motion variability inferred from simulations may have significant impact on 

seismic hazard estimation because the annual frequency of exceedance is highly sensitive 

to the ϕln(PGV), particularly for long return periods (Bommer and Abrahamson, 2006). 

Our results suggest that PGV values estimated using standard GMPEs with constant 

ϕln(PGV) may be underestimated in the very near-field in case of unilateral and directive 

ruptures. 

 Our analyses for the 1992 Landers earthquake and ShakeOut scenario simulations 

show that intra-event ground-motion variability for unilateral directive ruptures is high 

both in the forward and backward directivity direction, but low in the direction 

perpendicular to rupture propagation. In addition, we observe that the azimuthal 

dependency of ϕln(PGV) is controlled by both rupture speed and slip, but slip heterogeneity 
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seems to be dominating parameter. Ripperger et al. (2008) found that the inter-event 

ground motion variability is strongest in the backward directivity region, but they have 

not analyzed the intra-event ground-motion variability. However, it appears that both the 

intra-event and inter-event ground-motion variability follow similar patterns. We also 

observe that μln(PGV) can be modeled using a Cauchy-Lorentz distribution, that captures 

the effects of strong seismic radiation in the forward rupture-propagation direction due to 

directivity.  

We find that ϕln(PGV) is a function of both distance and azimuth for the Landers 

earthquake and the ShakeOut scenario for relatively low frequencies (up to 0.5Hz and 0.8 

Hz, respectively). However, high frequencies (up to 25 Hz) are important for engineering 

purposes and seismic hazard estimation. For high frequencies, the effects of seismic-

wave scattering have to be included (e.g., Imperatori and Mai, 2013). These affect ground 

motions and their variability already at short distances, at which generally source effects 

are thought to dominate. Further investigations of ground-motion variability, considering 

scattering and more complex 3D velocity structures as well as multiple realistic 

earthquake rupture realizations, are needed to better understand the effects of scattering 

on ground-motion variability for low and high frequencies. 

 

2.7 Conclusions 

Ground-motion variability ϕln(PGV) estimated from numerical simulations of the M 

7.3 1992 Landers earthquake and the M 7.8 ShakeOut scenario is higher in the near-field 

(RJB<20 km) compared to standard GMPEs. This significantly affects probabilistic 
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seismic hazard assessment, especially for long periods and in the presence of faults that 

are capable of generating large unilateral earthquake with strong directivity. ϕln(PGV) 

decreases with increasing RJB distance from the fault as a power law (α RJB
k), and 

approaches values of ϕln(PGV) estimated by GMPEs at large distances (RJB ~100 km). 

High values of ϕln(PGV) in near-source distances are caused by strong directivity effect. 

Farther away from the fault, the effect of directivity on ground motion diminishes. 

Consequently, also ϕln(PGV) decreases. Our analyses suggest that the power-law decay of 

ϕln(PGV) is mainly controlled by slip heterogeneity. We also show that intra-event ground-

motion variability for unilateral ruptures is large in both forward and backward rupture-

propagation direction, but low in the direction perpendicular to rupture propagation. We 

find that ϕln(PGV) as a function of azimuth is sensitive to slip heterogeneity as well as 

rupture speed variations, but the effects of the on-fault slip heterogeneity seem to 

dominate over the influence of rupture speed. We demonstrate that μln(PGV) as function of 

azimuth is well described by a Cauchy-Lorentz distribution, which provides a novel 

approach to better predict the spatial dependencies of ground-motion variability for 

engineering purposes. 
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Chapter 3 

Mach wave properties in the presence of source and medium 

heterogeneity 
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Figure 3.1: (a) The slip heterogeneities and supershear rupture speed variations 

(white contours depicting rupture time in seconds) used for analyzing effects on Mach 

wave coherence. The rise time variations are fully correlated with slip and ranges 

from 1.01 s - 2.52 s. The black star denotes the hypocenter position. (b) Moment rate 

functions proximity of the sources having all parameters heterogeneous HDTrVr to all 

parameters uniform UDTrVr. (c) The receiver geometry employed for ground-motion 

recordings to carry out statistical analysis (blue dots) as well as waveform comparison 

(black triangles, s1 to s5). The red and black dashed lines are theoretically estimated 

Mach boundaries for rupture speeds 1.5Vs (heterogeneous sources) and 1.57Vs 

(uniform source) respectively. The solid black line depicts the fault trace, and the 

black star shows the epicenter position.Vyas, J. C., Mai, P. M., Galis, M., Dunham, E. 

M., & Imperatori W. (2016). Mach wave properties in the presence of source and 

medium heterogeneity. Submitted to Geophysical Journal International. 
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(uniform source) respectively. The solid black line depicts the fault trace, and the 
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Abstract 

We investigate Mach wave coherence for kinematic supershear ruptures with 

spatially heterogeneous source parameters embedded in 3D scattering media. We assess 

the Mach wave coherence considering: 1) source heterogeneities in terms of variations in 

slip, rise time and rupture speed; 2) small-scale heterogeneities in Earth structure, 

parameterized from combinations of three correlation lengths and two standard deviations 

for fixed Hurst exponent; 3) joint effects of source and medium heterogeneities. Ground-

motion simulations are conducted by solving the elasto-dynamic equations of motions 

using a generalized finite-difference method, choosing a parameterization such that the 

highest resolved frequency is ~5 Hz. 

We discover that Mach wave coherence is diminished in near fault distances (< 10 

km) due to source heterogeneities; beyond this distance the Mach wave coherence is 

more strongly affected by wavefield scattering due to small-scale heterogeneities in Earth 

structure. Based on our numerical simulations as well as a theoretical derivation we 

demonstrate that the standard deviation of the medium heterogeneities controls the 

wavefield scattering, rather than the correlation lengths in case of small Hurst exponent 

(H< 0.2). In addition, we find that peak ground accelerations in case of combined source 

and medium heterogeneities are consistent with empirical ground motion prediction 

equations for all distances, suggesting that observed ground shaking amplitudes for 

supershear ruptures are not elevated due to complexities in the rupture process and 

seismic wave-scattering. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Seismological inferences for crustal earthquakes reveal that the rupture front 

typically propagates at ~80% of the shear-wave speed (e.g. Heaton, 1990; Mai and 

Thingbaijam, 2014). However, the speed of earthquake rupture propagation may exceed 

the shear wave speed, as shown by theoretical and observational studies. For example, by 

analyzing the strong motion records, it was shown that the 1979 MW 6.5 Imperial Valley, 

California, earthquake (Olson and Apsel, 1982; Archuleta, 1984), the 1999 MW 7.6 Izmit 

and MW 7.2 Duzce, Turkey, earthquakes (Bouchon et al., 2001), the 2002 MW 7.9 Denali 

Fault, Alaska, earthquake (Ellsworth et. al., 2004; Aagaard and Heaton, 2004; Dunham 

and Archuleta, 2004) propagated locally faster than the shear-wave speed (Vs). The 

analysis of seismic waveform recorded at regional (< 2000 km) or teleseismic distances 

demonstrated that the 2001 MW 7.8 Kunlun, Tibet, earthquake (Walker and Shearer, 

2009; Valle and Dunham, 2012) and the 2013 MW 7.5 Craig, Alaska, earthquake (Yue et. 

al., 2013) also showed supershear rupture speed over parts of the fault plane. Both strong 

motion and teleseismic records depict that the 2010 MW 6.9 Qinghai, China, earthquake 

propagated at supershear speed (Wang and Mori, 2012). Therefore, the seismic 

waveforms recorded in near-field as well as far-field distances from different earthquakes 

provide evidences for the existence of supershear ruptures.  

Supershear ruptures are in principle distinguishable from sub-Rayleigh ruptures 

due to different seismic wavefields characteristics, and therefore might be anticipated to 

have different ground motion amplitudes and spectra. Theory and simulations suggest 

that Mach fronts generated from supershear ruptures will lead to elevated ground motions 
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and frequency content compared to sub-Rayleigh ruptures (Andrews, 1976; Bernard and 

Baumont, 2005; Dunham and Archuleta, 2005; Dunham and Bhat, 2008; Andrews, 2010; 

Bizzarri et al., 2010). However, the limited observational evidence available indicates no 

significant difference or even reduced ground motion from supershear ruptures (Bizzarri 

et al., 2010). This difference could arise either from the sparsity of the data (i.e., 

supershear ruptures do have larger ground motions, on average, but the few records are 

by chance biased toward lower ground motions) or there are additional processes that 

reduce ground motions from supershear ruptures (e.g., loss of Mach front coherence by 

additional source complexity and/or scattering along the wave propagation path). The 

purpose of this study is to investigate the discrepancy between observations and previous 

simulations through a set of advanced simulations that explicitly take into account small-

scale heterogeneities and the resulting wave scattering. 

Several studies have examined the conditions and mechanism for the transition of 

sub-Rayleigh rupture into supershear rupture from theoretical, observational and 

simulation approaches. The analytical formulation of Burridge (1973) and numerical 

analysis of Andrews (1976) showed that the supershear transition can be achieved by 

nucleation of daughter crack ahead of Mode II rupture for linear slip weakening friction 

law and homogeneous initial stress on fault. This mechanism is also referred as Burridge-

Andrews mechanism. The fault strength S (ratio of stress excess to dynamic stress drop) 

should be smaller than 1.77 in 2D (Andrews, 1985) and 1.19 in 3D (Dunham, 2007) for 

rupture to become supershear for homogeneous prestress. Schmedes et al. (2010a) 

investigated supershear transition by considering heterogeneities in initial shear stress 

such that the wavenumber amplitude spectrum decays as power law with exponent ν. 
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They observed that the occurrence of supershear rupture depends on ratio S as well as the 

spectral decay constant ν. For given S, the smooth model (ν ≥ 2) can rupture at supershear 

speed while the rough model (ν ~ 1) will rupture at sub-Rayleigh speed. The field 

observations suggest that simple fault geometry is favourable for occurrence of 

supershear rupture. Bouchon et al. (2010) examined fault geometries of several 

supershear earthquakes using field data and satellite images. They observed linear and 

continuous surface traces of those faults with almost no or small segmentation having 

highly localized deformation. However, the dynamic rupture simulations in 2D by Bruhat 

et al. (2016) show supershear transition to be favoured by faults having geometric 

complexity but sustained supershear rupture propagation is preferred by smooth fault 

segments. Therefore, the supershear transition depend on several factors such as fault 

strength, fault geometry and spatial correlation of prestress field. 

The theoretical and numerical studies predict larger ground-motion amplitude and 

higher frequency content for supershear ruptures. Andrews (1976) has analytically shown 

that crack tip travelling at supershear speed will create a slip velocity pulse with lower 

high-frequency content compared to sub-Rayleigh case. Ellsworth et al. (2004) suggested 

that this might explain the observed deficiency of high frequencies in the ground 

acceleration, relative to expectations from empirical ground motion prediction equations 

(GMPEs), recorded 3 km from the fault at Pump Station 10 during the 2002 Denali Fault 

earthquake. However, the other studies found that supershear ruptures create Mach cones 

that carry enhanced high frequencies (Bernard and Baumont, 2005; Dunham and 

Archuleta, 2005). The more detailed study by Bizzarri and Spudich (2008) confirmed that 

a crack tip propagating at supershear speed has a slip velocity function with reduced 
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high-frequency content compared to a crack tip travelling at sub-Rayleigh speed. 

However, they also demonstrate that Mach cone amplification of high frequencies 

overwhelms the reduction of high-frequency content in slip velocity for supershear 

ruptures, leading to net enhancement of high frequencies for supershear ruptures.  

Furthermore, Dunham and Bhat (2008) show that supershear rupture radiates both 

shear and Rayleigh Mach waves which transmit large amplitude of ground motions to the 

far distances from the fault in homogeneous elastic medium. They also observed that off-

fault ground-motions are sensitive to the details of the frictional weakening process at 

rupture front such that increase of weakening rate increases the Mach pulse amplitude. 

Andrews (2010) analyzed ground velocities from sub-Rayleigh and supershear events for 

2D models with same fracture energy and stress drop. The directivity beam generated in 

sub-Rayleigh case is concentrated in narrow azimuth ranges around the fault having 

intense peak velocity, but attenuates as the beam diverges with increasing distance from 

the fault. The Mach wave originated from supershear ruptures forms a beam of parallel 

rays having constant amplitudes till greater distances, and attenuates due to diffraction 

and scattering.  

In addition to above findings, Bizzarri et al. (2010) studied the effects of 

heterogeneous rupture propagation on shear and Rayleigh Mach wave coherence using a 

vertical planar fault embedded in a homogeneous medium. They found that 

heterogeneous rupture propagation reduces peak ground velocity, but that shear and 

Rayleigh Mach waves transmit larger ground motion much further distances from the 

fault compared to sub-Rayleigh rupture. They utilized strong motion records from three 
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supershear earthquakes to verify their results of numerical modeling, investigating 

acceleration (SA) at stations that presumably experienced Mach waves during the 1979 

Imperial Valley, 1999 Izmit, and 2002 Denali Fault earthquakes compared to SA 

observed at non-Mach-pulse stations in the same earthquake. They found no average 

elevation of the spectral acceleration relative to ground motion prediction equations. The 

stark contrast between numerical simulations and observations remains unexplained and 

it is still unclear what diminishes the coherence of Mach wave and high-frequency 

content in real earthquakes. Therefore, we attempt to resolve above discrepancy by 

investigating the effects of rupture complexity and seismic scattering from medium 

heterogeneities on Mach wave coherence.  

Heterogeneities present in the Earth’s crust scatter the seismic waves, and their 

impact on ground-motion have been subject of several numerical studies (Frankel and 

Clayton, 1986; Frenje and Julin, 2000; Pitarka and Ichinose, 2009; Hartzell et al., 2010; 

Imperatori and Mai, 2013; Bydlon and Dunham, 2015). The effects of wave-propagation 

scattering are more pronounced on S-waves than P-waves, and mainly distorts the S-

waves radiation pattern at frequencies above 2 Hz (Pitarka and Ichinose, 2009). The 

numerical simulations of Hartzell et al. (2010) shows substantial influence of medium 

heterogeneities on prediction of ground velocities. Imperatori and Mai (2013) observed 

significant scattering effects on ground-shaking at short distances from the fault where 

generally source effects are thought to be dominant. The recent study by Bydlon and 

Dunham (2015) shows that scattering extends the duration of incoherent high frequency 

ground-motion and increases the root-mean-square acceleration at least in 2D. However, 
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previous studies focused exclusively on sub-Rayleigh ruptures, so do not directly inform 

the present investigation of ground motion radiated by supershear ruptures. 

To better understand how heterogeneity in medium and rupture parameters affect 

the coherence of the Mach wavefront, and with that their detectability and ground-motion 

signatures, we conduct a set of numerical experiments. We hypothesize that random 

heterogeneities in Earth structure and heterogeneities in rupture parameters can destroy 

the coherence of Mach waves and reduce their high frequency content. In this study, we 

perform ground-motion simulations using kinematic rupture characterization in which the 

spatio-temporal evolution of the rupture process is specified in advance, allowing us to 

better control heterogeneity of the resulting rupture. The source models are embedded in 

both a homogenous Earth model (used as a reference model) and in Earth models with 

random spatial heterogeneity. The seismic wavefield is then computed using a 3D finite-

difference method, and wavefield signatures as well as ground-motion parameters of 

engineering interest are then analyzed to examine the corresponding Mach wave effects. 

We find that source heterogeneities significantly reduce Mach wave coherence in near 

fault distances (< 10 km), beyond this distance wavefield scattering due to medium 

heterogeneities substantially lower the Mach wave coherence. 

The sections of the chapter are organized as follows. First we describe 

computational model geometry then analyze the effects of source heterogeneities on 

Mach wave followed by effects of medium heterogeneities. At the end we combine both 

source and medium heterogeneities to see overall effects on Mach wave. 
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3.2 Model Geometry and Computational Method 

The section describes the source and medium used as reference case, receiver 

geometry, and numerical method employed to compute ground-motions. 

 

3.2.1 Creation of reference source  

 

We consider a 50 km long and 15 km wide fault rupturing at supershear speed. 

We employ kinematic description of source specifying the spatio-temporal evolution of 

slip in advance using a discrete set of point sources. We consider a heterogeneous slip 

distribution (D) characterized by a von Karman autocorrelation function (Mai and 

Beroza, 2002) parametrized by correlation length (along strike 20 km and along dip 8 

km) and Hurst exponent (0.8). Spatial variations in rise time (Tr) are determined by 

assuming correlation with slip, similar to previous studies (e.g. Schmedes et al., 2010b; 

Mai et al., 2017). We also correlate rupture speed (Vr) heterogeneities with slip, based on 

the observation that fault areas of large slip appear to correlate with faster rupture speed 

(Guatteri et al., 2003; Oglesby and Day, 2002). In supershear earthquakes, the rupture 

starts as sub-Rayleigh and over large distances transitions to supershear with almost 

vertical rupture fronts. In our simulations, circular rupture fronts near hypocenter will 

affect the formation of planar Mach wave. To avoid this, we assume that sub-Rayleigh 

rupture comes from far distances and transitions to supershear on the fault (50 km X 15 

km) used for the simulations, so that the rupture onset times are mimicked to have almost 

vertical rupture fronts (Figure 3.1-a). Moreover, the variations along the rupture fronts 
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are due to variations in supershear rupture speed. The rupture onset times are computed 

by solving the eikonal equation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: (a) The slip heterogeneities and supershear rupture speed variations 

(white contours depicting rupture time in seconds) used for analyzing effects on Mach 

wave coherence. The rise time variations are fully correlated with slip and ranges 

from 1.01 s - 2.52 s. The black star denotes the hypocenter position. (b) Moment rate 

functions proximity of the sources having all parameters heterogeneous HDTrVr to all 

parameters uniform UDTrVr. (c) The receiver geometry employed for ground-motion 

recordings to carry out statistical analysis (blue dots) as well as waveform comparison 

(black triangles, s1 to s5). The red and black dashed lines are theoretically estimated 

Mach boundaries for rupture speeds 1.5Vs (heterogeneous sources) and 1.57Vs 

(uniform source) respectively. The solid black line depicts the fault trace, and the 

black star shows the epicenter position. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2: The ground acceleration (m/s2) for fault parallel (FP), fault normal (FN) 

and vertical components, comparing the HTr source to the reference source UDTrVr at 

five stations (s1 - s5, Figure 3.1-c). The theoretical arrivals from epicenter (as rupture 
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The rupture speed variations over the fault plane are in the range of 1.28Vs - 

1.7Vs, Vs being the shear wave speed. The hypocenter position is the minimum rupture 

onset time (black star, Figure 3.1-a). The total seismic moment is 2.8×1019 Nm (Mw ~ 

6.9). Slip values range from 0.15 m - 2.09 m, and rise time from 1.01 s - 2.52 s. The 

temporal slip-rate evolution at each source point is described by the regularized Yoffe 

function, assuming constant acceleration time (τacc) of 0.2 s (Tinti et al., 2005). We fix 

strike to 90°, dip to 90° and rake to 0° for all point sources. The average slip, rise time 

and rupture speed are 1.16 m, 1.8 s and 5.2 km/s (1.5Vs) respectively. As reference 

source (or uniform source), we choose model UDTrVr in which all parameters are uniform, 

with slip and rise time values identical to their averages from the heterogeneous model, 

but with slightly increased rupture speed (1.57Vs) to obtain an overall moment rate 

function close to model with all parameters heterogeneous HDTrVr (Figure 3.1-b). 

 

3.2.2 Receiver geometry and reference medium 

The supershear rupture form planar Mach wave that travels away from the fault at 

an angle (θ) which depends on rupture speed, as 

𝜃 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛−1 (
𝑉𝑠

𝑉𝑟
)                        (3.1)  

In Eq. 3.1, Vs and Vr are shear wave velocity and rupture speed respectively. From Eq. 

3.1, we obtain the boundaries in which the Mach wave travels for two different rupture 

speeds: average Vr = 1.5Vs for heterogeneous source HDTrVr (red dashed line Figure 3.1-

c), and Vr = 1.57Vs for uniform source UDTrVr (black dashed line Figure 3.1-c). For later 
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statistical analysis, we extract simulated ground-motions at receivers within the 

intersection area of the two theoretical Mach boundaries (blue dots, Figure 3.1-c). We do 

not use stations close to the right end of the theoretical boundaries as they are affected by 

strong stopping phases. Sites of interest are spaced at 0.5 km in fault-parallel and 5 km in 

fault-normal direction. In addition, we examine ground-motions at sites s1 to s5 (Figure 

3.1-c) to understand better the differences in waveform characteristics between the 

receivers inside and outside the Mach boundaries.  

As reference medium we consider a uniform homogenous half space with S-wave 

speed, P-wave speed and density equal to 3464 m/s, 6000 m/s, 2700 kg/m3 respectively. 

 

3.2.3 Computation of synthetic seismograms  

We use the Support Operator Rupture dynamics (SORD) code, which is second-

order accurate in space and time (Ely et al., 2008), to simulate ground-motions. The 

synthetic seismograms are obtained by solving the elastic equation of motion with a finite 

difference method for a kinematic earthquake source. The maximum resolved frequency 

in our simulations is 5 Hz using minimum of 12 points per shortest wavelength. The 

computational time step for the given velocity model is obtained by satisfying the 

numerical stability criteria given by Ely et al. (2008). The spatial grid size is 50 m and 

computational time step is 0.0045 s for the homogeneous medium. The ground-motions 

computed using a uniform source in a homogeneous medium serve as reference case. 
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3.3 Effect of heterogeneous source parameters 

The section describes the earthquake sources used to investigate the effects of 

heterogeneous rupture parameters on Mach waves and ground motion. We carry out a 

statistical analysis on waveforms recorded at many stations to understand the changes in 

ground-motion amplitude and frequency content. 

 

3.3.1 Heterogeneous sources and simulations 

We generate seven source models from combinations of heterogeneous and 

uniform rupture parameters discussed in section 3.2.1 (Table 3.1). Note that the 

heterogeneity in rupture parameters, and the correlations among them, are consistent with 

inferences from inversions and dynamic rupture simulations (Mai and Beroza, 2002; 

Oglesby and Day, 2002). We refer to the model using only heterogeneous parameters, 

e.g., HVr means the model has heterogeneous (H) rupture speed (Vr) but uniform slip and 

rise time. Similarly HDTr denotes heterogeneous slip (D) and rise time (Tr) but uniform 

rupture speed; the model with all heterogeneous parameters is designated as HDTrVr. In 

total, we investigate simulated ground motions with Mach front signatures for seven 

heterogeneous sources and one uniform source as reference case.   

For the eight sources (including uniform source), we use same the homogeneous 

medium and receiver geometry to compute synthetic seismograms as discussed in section 

3.2. The seismograms are low-pass filtered using fourth-order Butterworth filter. 
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Table 3.1: Eight source models generated from combinations of 

uniform and heterogeneous rupture parameters. 

Model Reference D Tr Vr 

UDTrVr U U U 

HD H U U 

HTr U H U 

HVr U U H 

HDTr H H U 

HDVr H U H 

HTrVr U H H 

HDTrVr H H H 

 

3.3.2 Synthetic seismograms and snapshots 

Figure 3.2 compares fault parallel (FP), fault normal (FN) and vertical 

components of ground acceleration for the HTr source with those for the reference source 

UDTrVr at stations s1 - s5 (Figure 3.1-c). The stations s1, s2 and s3 are within Mach 

boundaries whereas s4 and s5 are outside. The stations s3 and s2 sees both S-Mach-wave 

and Rayleigh-Mach-wave distinctly but at the closer station s1 there is no clear separation 

between S and Rayleigh Mach waves. The vertical component most clearly demonstrates 

the existence of the Rayleigh-Mach-wave at three stations s1, s2 and s3 since the S Mach 
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wave is only expressed on the horizontal components. The Mach waves from the UDTrVr 

source arrive earlier compared to those from the HTr model due to the faster rupture speed 

of the uniform rupture model. The overall amplitudes of Mach waves from HTr source are 

smaller than those from UDTrVr, especially close to the fault, on the FP and FN 

components (see waveforms at stations s1 and s2), illustrating the effects of rise time 

heterogeneities on Mach wave. The longer rise times on the fault close to surface (of 

which Mach wave is sensitive) will reduce peak slip acceleration for fixed τacc and given 

slip, lowering the ground motion for HTr source. The station s4 shows significantly lower 

ground acceleration in comparison to station s3 (~8 times on FN and ~25 times on 

vertical component) for both sources though s4 is closer to the fault than s3. The particle 

velocity recorded at respective stations for the two sources illustrate same ground-motion 

characteristics as observed from ground acceleration (Appendix B, Figure B.1). Overall, 

stations inside the Mach boundaries witness larger ground accelerations compared to 

outside stations. 

In Figure 3.3 we display snapshots of the acceleration wavefield at ground-surface 

for all three components for reference UDTrVr and HTr sources. The wavefield snapshots 

depict the planar Mach waves formed due to supershear rupture propagation and the 

strong stopping phase generated by sudden termination of rupture at right edge of the 

fault. The FP and FN components shows both the S-Mach-wave (green dashed line) and 

Rayleigh-Mach-wave (magenta dashed line), but the vertical component shows only the 

Rayleigh-Mach-wave. We also examine the velocity wavefield at the ground surface and 

find identical Mach wave characteristics as observed from the acceleration wavefield 

(Appendix B, Figure B.2). For both sources, the Mach waves travel large distances from 
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the fault without significant attenuation. However, the Mach wave amplitudes are smaller 

for HTr source compared to reference source. 

 

3.3.3 Peak ground acceleration (PGA) vs distance 

Next we statistically analyze the ground-motions to quantify the effects of source 

heterogeneities on Mach wave coherence. We calculate PGA using two different 

measures, namely GMRotD50 (Boore et al., 2006) and using the maximum magnitude of 

all horizontal components of ground acceleration depicted by blue dots in Figure 3.1c. 

The GMRotD50 is calculated by rotating the two orthogonal horizontal components from 

1° to 90° in steps of 1° and computing the geometric mean for each pair, then PGA is 

taken as the median of 90 geometric means. Note that PGA is dominated by shear Mach 

wave amplitudes. We compute mean and standard deviation of PGA from all the stations 

at a given fault perpendicular distance (i.e., for all stations at fixed North-South distance). 

We observe that PGA computed as maximum magnitude of horizontal components yields 

larger mean PGA than that computed using GMRotD50, but overall trends are consistent 

for both metrics (compare Figure 3.4 and Figure B.3 in Appendix B). 

Figure 3.4 compares statistics for GMRotD50 PGA for the eight sources as 

function of distance. We also display PGA GMRotD50 estimated using Boore and 

Atkinson (henceforth termed BA2008) GMPE to facilitate the comparison. The mean 

PGA computed using seven sources are outside 1-standard-deviation bound of BA2008 

estimates at 10 km and larger distances perpendicular to fault (except HTr source). 

However, at 5 km distance the PGA estimates from GMPE and eight sources are 
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comparable. It should be noted that GMPEs have been derived from observations which 

have intrinsic attenuation, whereas our simulations are perfectly elastic. The mean PGA 

from reference source UDTrVr remains almost constant with distance because the planar 

Mach wave does not attenuate as rapidly. The mean PGA calculated for HD, HVr, HDTr, 

and HTrVr rupture models are close to those of the reference source. The source models 

having heterogeneous slip and rupture speed (HDVr and HDTrVr) results in larger ground 

motion leading to higher mean PGA compared to the reference source. The wavefield 

snapshots from the two sources show larger amplitude Mach waves compared to the 

reference source (compare Appendix B Figure B.4 with Figure 3.3). The HTr source has 

significantly lower (~ 22 %) mean PGA values compared to UDTrVr model due to larger 

rise times on the portion of the fault closer to the surface (of which Mach wave is most 

sensitive due to almost vertical rupture front), reducing peak slip velocity and peak slip 

acceleration for fixed τacc. In summary, we observe that heterogeneity in rise time can 

lower the PGA values by lowering the Mach wave coherence for supershear ruptures 

such that they are within 1-standard-deviation bound of BA2008 estimates at close 

distances to the fault (≤ 10 km). 
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Figure 3.2: The ground acceleration (m/s2) for fault parallel (FP), fault normal (FN) 

and vertical components, comparing the HTr source to the reference source UDTrVr at 

five stations (s1 - s5, Figure 3.1-c). The theoretical arrivals from epicenter (as rupture 

fronts are almost vertical) of P-wave (blue bar) and S-wave (green bar) are also shown 

to facilitate the comparison. The waveforms are aligned according to theoretical P-

wave arrival and normalized with respect to absolute maximum of two sources for a 

given component as indicated in upper left corner. The S-Mach-wave and Rayleigh-

Mach-wave are marked to depict the wave signature. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3: The acceleration wavefield snapshots at the Earth-surface for different 
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Figure 3.3: The acceleration wavefield snapshots at the Earth-surface for different 

time levels for the three components (FP, FN and vertical) computed using reference 

source UDTrVr and HT. The S-Mach-wave (green dashed line) and Rayleigh-Mach-

wave (magenta dashed line) are also marked to show their planar nature and 

orientation with respect to fault. The Mach waves travel large distances from the fault 

without any attenuation; here we note smaller amplitudes for HTr source compared to 

reference source. 

 

 

Figure 3.4: The PGA computed using GMRotD50 as function of distance for the 

eight rupture models depict the effects of rupture parameter heterogeneity on ground 

motions generated from supershear ruptures. The mean (markers) and standard 
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3.3.4 Average Fourier Acceleration (AFA) vs distance 

We calculate the Fourier transform of the unfiltered acceleration time series 

recorded at each station to examine their frequency content. The AFA is obtained by 

computing the mean of Fourier amplitude spectra obtained from acceleration records for 

multiple stations at a given fault perpendicular distance. Figure 3.5 compares AFA for 

fault parallel and fault normal components for all eight sources. The AFA obtained for 

HD, HVr, HDTr, and HTrVr rupture models are very close the reference case (i.e., for 

uniform source). However, the AFA for HTr source is lower compared to the UDTrVr 

Figure 3.4: The PGA computed using GMRotD50 as function of distance for the 

eight rupture models depict the effects of rupture parameter heterogeneity on ground 

motions generated from supershear ruptures. The mean (markers) and standard 

deviation (bars) of PGA are computed using stations at given fault perpendicular 

distance. The PGA estimates from BA2008 are also plotted to facilitate the 

comparison. The heterogeneity of rise time shows significant lower mean PGA 

compared to reference source. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5: The average Fourier acceleration (amplitude spectrum) as a function of 

frequency for fault parallel and fault normal components of ground motions for the 

eight sources at different fault perpendicular distances (5, 20 35, 50 km). The 

amplitude spectrum from the HTr source is lower compared to the UDTrVr rupture 

model, whereas for HDVr and HDTrVr sources it is higher than the reference 

model.Figure 3.4: The PGA computed using GMRotD50 as function of distance for 

the eight rupture models depict the effects of rupture parameter heterogeneity on 

ground motions generated from supershear ruptures. The mean (markers) and 

standard deviation (bars) of PGA are computed using stations at given fault 

perpendicular distance. The PGA estimates from BA2008 are also plotted to facilitate 

the comparison. The heterogeneity of rise time shows significant lower mean PGA 

compared to reference source. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5: The average Fourier acceleration (amplitude spectrum) as a function of 
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rupture model for all distances illustrating lower strength/power of acceleration signal 

generated from the HTr source. The rupture models having heterogeneous slip and rupture 

speed (HDVr and HDTrVr) lead to higher AFA than reference model delineating higher 

strength/power of acceleration signal generated from these sources. Thus, we find that 

rise time heterogeneities can lower the AFA and consequently the strength of acceleration 

signal for supershear ruptures.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5: The average Fourier acceleration (amplitude spectrum) as a function of 

frequency for fault parallel and fault normal components of ground motions for the 

eight sources at different fault perpendicular distances (5, 20 35, 50 km). The 

amplitude spectrum from the HTr source is lower compared to the UDTrVr rupture 

model, whereas for HDVr and HDTrVr sources it is higher than the reference model. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6: The surface slices of shear wave speed generated from six realizations of 
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3.4 Effects of scattering medium 

This section describes the several realizations of 3D earth media used to 

investigate the effects of seismic wave scattering on Mach wave. The waveforms 

recorded at numerous receivers are statistically analyzed to understand the effects of 

medium scattering on ground-motion amplitude and frequency content. 

 

3.4.1 3D random media and simulations 

We introduce small scale heterogeneities in Earth structure by adding a spatial 

random field characterized by an isotropic von Karman autocorrelation function to the 

background velocity model (Imperatori and Mai, 2013). The power spectral density of the 

von Karman function is described as, 

 𝑝(𝑘)  =
𝜎2 (2√𝜋𝑎)

3
 𝛤(𝐻+1.5)

𝛤(𝐻)(1+𝑘2𝑎2)(𝐻+1.5)                            (3.2)  

Where a, H, σ are correlation length, Hurst exponent and standard deviation respectively. 

We generate six realizations of the 3D random field by combining three 

correlation lengths (5.0 km, 2.0 km, 0.5 km) and two standard deviations (5%, 10%) for 

fixed Hurst exponent (0.2). Our choices of parameters values are consistent with values 

obtained from analysis of borehole logs and seismic reflection data (Dolan and Bean 

1997; Bean et. al., 1999). The random field is superimposed on a background 

homogeneous medium having S-wave speed, P-wave speed, and density same as given in 

section 3.2.2. The constructed 3D Earth structure models are referred to as m1 to m6 

(Table 3.2). The surface slices of shear wave speed depict the effects of different 
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correlation lengths and standard deviations on the generated medium heterogeneities 

(Figure 3.6). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6: The surface slices of shear wave speed generated from six realizations of 

3D random field using combinations of three correlation lengths (5.0 km, 2.0 km, 0.5 

km) and two standard deviations (5%, 10%) for fixed hurst exponent (H = 0.2). The 

solid black line depicts the fault trace, and the black star shows the epicenter position. 
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Table 3.2: Six 3D earth models generated from combinations of 

correlation lengths and standard deviations with fixed Hurst exponent. 

Model 

Reference 

 

Correlation 

length  

a (km) 

Standard 

deviation 

σ (%) 

Hurst exponent 

H 

m1 5.0 5 0.2 

m2 2.0 5 0.2 

m3 0.5 5 0.2 

m4 5.0 10 0.2 

m5 2.0 10 0.2 

m6 0.5 10 0.2 

 

We place the reference source UDTrVr in six different random media for ground 

motion simulations using the same receiver geometry as discussed in section 3.2. The 

spatial grid size is of 25 m for the six simulations. The computational time steps are 

0.0018 s and 0.0014 s for medium having standard deviations of 5% and 10% 

respectively. 
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3.4.2 Synthetic seismograms and snapshots 

Figure 3.7 compares FP, FN, and vertical components of ground acceleration for 

m1 (a = 5.0 km, σ = 5%) and m4 (a = 5.0 km, σ = 10%) with the homogeneous medium 

at s1-s5 stations (Figure 3.1-c). The S-Mach wave amplitudes recorded at station s1 on 

FP and FN components are smaller for m4 model than for homogeneous medium even at 

close distances to fault. As the S-Mach waves propagates away from fault towards station 

s2 and reaches station s3, the amplitudes are further reduced for medium m4 compared to 

the homogeneous medium due to the cumulative effects of seismic scattering with 

distance. The S-Mach wave amplitudes recorded at stations s2 and s3 for medium m4 are 

comparable to amplitudes of scattered wavefield (arriving after the S-Mach wave) which 

suggests that medium scattering could cause potential problems in Mach wave detection 

in real earthquakes. The scattering effects on S-Mach wave for medium m1 are smaller 

compared to medium m4. The stations outside the Mach boundaries (s4 & s5) also 

witness larger scattering for m4 than m1. The Rayleigh-Mach-waves observed on vertical 

components for stations s1 and s2 have comparable amplitudes due to m4, m1 and 

homogeneous medium. However, the Rayleigh Mach wave amplitude recorded at station 

s3 on vertical component are smaller for media m4 and m1 than for the homogeneous 

medium. The particle velocity recorded at five stations for the two heterogeneous media 

(m1 & m4) illustrate same ground-motion characteristics as observed from ground 

acceleration (Appendix B, Figure B.5). Overall, we discover that Mach wave amplitudes 

are smaller for medium with small scale random heterogeneities (especially for σ = 10%) 

in comparison to homogeneous one. 
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Figure 3.7: The ground acceleration (m/s2) for fault parallel (FP), fault normal (FN) 

and vertical  components, comparing two heterogeneous media m1 and m4 to the 

homogeneous medium at five stations (s1 - s5, Figure 3.1-c). The theoretical arrivals 

from the epicenter (as rupture fronts are almost vertical) of P-wave (blue bar) and S-

wave (green bar) computed for the homogeneous medium are also shown to facilitate 

the comparison. The waveforms are aligned according to theoretical P-wave arrival 

epicentral time and normalized with respect to absolute maximum of the three media 

for a given component as indicated in upper left corner. 
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Figure 3.8: The acceleration wavefield snapshots at the Earth-surface for different 

time levels for the three components (FP, FN and vertical) computed using media m1 

(a = 5.0 km, σ = 5%) and m4 (a = 5.0 km, σ = 10%). As the Mach wave travels away 

from the fault the amplitudes are lowered for both media with σ 5% and 10% due to 

seismic scattering. However, the medium scattering effects on Mach wave are 

significantly larger for medium with σ 10%. 
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Figure 3.8 shows the acceleration wavefield at the ground-surface for different 

time levels for all three components for medium m1 (a = 5.0 km, σ = 5%) and m4 (a = 

5.0 km, σ = 10%). We also examine the velocity wavefield to assess the Mach wave 

scattering behaviour in the heterogeneous medium (Appendix B, Figure B.6). Wavefield 

scattering from random heterogeneities in the medium is more pronounced in the 

acceleration wavefield compared to velocity wavefield. As the Mach wave travels away 

from the fault the amplitudes are lowered and the coherence is reduced for both media 

m1 and m4. However, the scattering effects on Mach wave are larger for medium m4 (a = 

5.0 km, σ = 10%) and the planar structure of the Mach pulse is hard to identify in the 

wavefield snapshot at 9 s and beyond. Also, the amplitudes of scattered wavefield and 

Mach wave become comparable, as seen on seismograms, and even better observable on 

snapshots (especially for medium m4). In summary, we find that small- scale random 

heterogeneities in Earth structure can destroy the coherence of Mach wave as it travels 

away from the fault. 

 

3.4.3 Peak ground acceleration (PGA) vs distance 

We apply the same statistical ground-motion analysis as for quantifying source 

heterogeneity effects to examine the effects of medium heterogeneities. The maximum 

magnitude measure estimates larger mean PGA compared to GMRotD50 which is in 

agreement with earlier observation (compare Figure 3.9 with Appendix B Figure B.7). 
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Figure 3.9 shows the comparison of PGA GMRotD50 as a function of distance for 

the six scattering media m1-m6 and homogeneous media. We also display PGA 

GMRotD50 estimated using BA2008 to facilitate the comparison. As our simulations are 

elastic, some of the disagreement between GMPE and simulations can be due to not 

accounting for intrinsic attenuation in our simulations. The mean PGA for media m1 and 

m2 (media with σ = 5%) are near/outside 1-standard-deviation bound of BA2008 

estimates for all fault perpendicular distances. The mean PGA for media m4 and m5 

(media with σ = 10%) are within 1-standard-deviation bound of BA2008 estimates, and 

Figure 3.9: The PGA computed using GMRotD50 as function of distance for the six 

heterogeneous media and homogeneous medium depict the effects of seismic 

scattering on ground motions generated from supershear ruptures. The mean 

(markers) and standard deviation (bars) of PGA are computed using stations at given 

fault perpendicular distance. The PGA estimates from BA2008 are also plotted to 

facilitate the comparison. The small scale random heterogeneities present in medium 

considerably lower the mean PGA especially for media m4 and m5. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.10: The average Fourier acceleration (amplitude spectrum) as function of 

frequency for fault parallel and fault normal components of ground motions for the 

six heterogeneous media and homogeneous medium at different fault perpendicular 

distances (5, 20 35, 50 km). The average amplitude spectrum decreases with 

increasing distance from fault for six heterogeneous media. However, the decline of 

average Fourier acceleration for media m4, m5 and m6 is considerably greater than 

media m1, m2 and m3.Figure 3.9: The PGA computed using GMRotD50 as function 

of distance for the six heterogeneous media and homogeneous medium depict the 

effects of seismic scattering on ground motions generated from supershear ruptures. 

The mean (markers) and standard deviation (bars) of PGA are computed using 

stations at given fault perpendicular distance. The PGA estimates from BA2008 are 

also plotted to facilitate the comparison. The small scale random heterogeneities 

present in medium considerably lower the mean PGA especially for media m4 and 

m5. 
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the proximity between mean PGAs from GMPE and simulations are higher beyond fault 

perpendicular distance of 10 km. Hence, we observe substantial medium scattering of 

Mach wave for higher σ (10%) irrespective of correlation lengths (see models m4 & m5, 

Figure 3.9). 

The standard deviation (σ) is controlling the medium scattering over correlation 

length (a) can also be explained by simplifying the power spectral density (Eq. 3.2). 

𝐹𝑜𝑟 𝑘𝑎 >> 1,                   𝑝(𝑘)  =
8𝜋

3
2 𝛤(𝐻 + 1.5)

𝛤(𝐻)
 

𝜎2

𝑎2𝐻
 

1

𝑘2𝐻+3
                         (3.3)  

    𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟,    
1

4𝜋
 ∫ 𝑝(𝑘) 𝑘2 𝑑𝑘

∞

𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛
=

𝜋1/2 𝛤(𝐻+1.5)

𝛤(𝐻+1)
 

𝜎2

𝑎2𝐻  
1

𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛
2𝐻                (3.4) 

The ratio of gamma functions in Eq. 3.4 can be approximated using quadratic function of 

H. 

𝐹𝑜𝑟 0 ≤ 𝐻 ≤ 1,               
𝛤(𝐻 + 1.5)

𝛤(𝐻 + 1)
 ≈ 𝑐0 + 𝑐1 𝐻 + 𝑐2 𝐻2                               (3.5) 

Where, c0 = 0.89, c1 = 0.53, c2 = -0.08 (obtained from least square fitting). 

The root-mean-square (RMS) fluctuations (amplitudes) of normalized wave speed are 

given by 

√
1

4𝜋
 ∫ 𝑝(𝑘) 𝑘2 𝑑𝑘

∞

𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛

  =  √(𝑐0 + 𝑐1 𝐻 + 𝑐2 𝐻2)   
𝜎

𝑎𝐻  𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝐻

 𝜋1/4                (3.6) 

For 3D case and ka >> 1, 
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               𝑹𝑴𝑺 𝒂𝒎𝒑𝒍𝒊𝒕𝒖𝒅𝒆  ∝   √(𝒄𝟎 + 𝒄𝟏 𝑯 + 𝒄𝟐 𝑯𝟐)   
𝝈

𝒂𝑯 
                      (3.7) 

For H ≤ 0.2 and a ≥ 1 km, 

                                𝑹𝑴𝑺 𝒂𝒎𝒑𝒍𝒊𝒕𝒖𝒅𝒆  ∝    𝝈                                                            (3.8) 

 

Bydlon and Dunham (2015) find that p0 (= σ/aH) controls the nature of scattering in the 

ka >> 1 limit, regardless of the individual values of σ and a in their 2D simulations. 

However, we observe increased impact of H on RMS amplitude due to additional factor 

coming from approximating the ratio of gamma functions (see Eq. 3.7) in 3D case. 

Therefore, the Hurst exponent H will play a crucial role in determining which parameter 

controls the scattering. We observe that for small H (≤ 0.2), the RMS amplitude is 

proportional to standard deviation (σ) and hence the medium scattering will be controlled 

by σ (Eq. 3.8). 

The media with correlation length of 0.5 km (m3 and m6) are chosen to better 

understand the scattering behaviour at lower end of small scale heterogeneities as the 

minimum wavelength present in the background homogeneous medium (3.464/5 ~ 0.7 

km) is larger than correlation length. The mean PGA computed using media m3 and m6 

are near/outside 1-standard-deviation bound of BA2008 estimates for fault perpendicular 

distances greater than 10 km, because long physical wavelengths do not interact with 

small scale heterogeneities. However, the mean PGAs from medium m6 are smaller than 

from medium m3 for distances larger than 10 km due to the larger σ used for medium m6 

(10%).  In summary, we find that Mach wave coherence is destroyed by small scale 
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random heterogeneities present in the medium and the standard deviation is more 

important than correlation length for small Hurst exponent.  

 

3.4.4 Average Fourier Acceleration (AFA) vs distance 

We also compare AFA by computing mean amplitude spectrum from stations at a 

given fault perpendicular distance as did before. Figure 3.10 depicts AFA as a function of 

frequency for fault parallel and fault normal components of ground motions acquired 

using six heterogeneous media and homogeneous medium. The AFA obtained from the 

six heterogeneous media are in proximity to those for the homogeneous medium for both 

FP and FN components at 5 km fault perpendicular distance. The AFA decreases with 

increasing distance from the fault for six heterogeneous media with respect to 

homogeneous medium at all frequencies above 1 Hz. However, the decline of the AFA is 

higher for media m4, m5, and m6 (media with σ = 10%) in comparison to media m1, m2, 

and m3 (media with σ = 5%) since the medium scattering is controlled by the standard 

deviation for small Hurst exponent. The strength/power of the Mach wave signal is 

lowered as it propagates away from the fault because the seismic scattering redistributes 

the energy in the entire 3D medium. The scattering effects on AFA are more pronounced 

beyond certain distance because of their cumulative nature with increasing distance from 

the fault. Thus, we find that the AFA in the Mach cone region is lowered as wavefield 

scattering from small scale random heterogeneities present in the Earth redistributes the 

energy in the entire 3D medium and consequently diminishes the strength of acceleration 

signal (especially the Mach wave).  
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3.5 Effects of combined source and medium heterogeneities  

The heterogeneities in source parameters govern the Mach wave properties at 

close distances to the fault (< 10 km) and the influence of wavefield scattering from 

medium heterogeneities becomes dominant beyond certain distances from fault (> 10 

Figure 3.10: The average Fourier acceleration (amplitude spectrum) as function of 

frequency for fault parallel and fault normal components of ground motions for the 

six heterogeneous media and homogeneous medium at different fault perpendicular 

distances (5, 20 35, 50 km). The average amplitude spectrum decreases with 

increasing distance from fault for six heterogeneous media. However, the decline of 

average Fourier acceleration for media m4, m5 and m6 is considerably greater than 

media m1, m2 and m3. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.11: The ground acceleration (m/s2) for fault parallel (FP), fault normal (FN) 

and vertical  components, comparing HTr source in medium m4 to the UDTrVr source in 

homogeneous medium at five stations (s1 - s5, Figure 3.1-c). The theoretical arrivals 

from epicenter (as rupture fronts are almost vertical) of P-wave (blue bar) and S-wave 

(green bar) computed using homogeneous medium are also shown to facilitate the 

comparison. The waveforms are aligned according to theoretical arrival from 

epicenter of P-wave and normalized with respect to absolute maximum of two signals 

for a given component as indicated in upper left corner.Figure 3.10: The average 
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km). Therefore, in this section we combine both source and medium parameters 

heterogeneities to examine the effects on the Mach wave. We analyze ground-motion 

amplitude and frequency content from waveforms recorded at several stations. 

We place HTr source (section 3.3.1) in random media m4 (section 3.4.1) for 

ground motion simulations to understand the effects on the Mach wave when combining 

source and medium heterogeneities. We choose HTr source and m4 medium due to their 

strongest impact on Mach wave as discussed in sections 3.3 and 3.4. The seismograms 

are recorded at the same receiver geometry as described in the section 3.2. 

  

3.5.1 Synthetic seismograms and snapshots 

Figure 3.11 compares FP, FN and vertical components of ground acceleration 

from the HTr source in medium m4 (a = 5.0 km, σ = 10%) to the UDTrVr source in 

homogeneous medium at stations s1 - s5. The S-mach wave amplitudes recorded at 

stations s1, s2 and s3 on FP and FN components are smaller for HTr source in medium m4 

compared to UDTrVr source in homogeneous medium. The rise time heterogeneities 

combined with medium scattering lowers the Mach wave amplitudes in waveforms 

recorded at three stations. The Rayleigh-Mach-waves observed on vertical components at 

stations s1 and s2 have comparable amplitudes due to HTr source in medium m4 and 

UDTrVr source in the homogeneous medium. However, the Rayleigh Mach wave 

amplitude recorded at station s3 on the vertical component are smaller for HTr source in 

medium m4 than UDTrVr source in homogeneous medium because the medium scattering 

becomes eminent at large distances. Therefore, we find that the Rayleigh Mach wave 
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amplitudes are mostly affected by medium heterogeneities, while the source 

heterogeneities have smaller effects. The particle velocity recorded at five stations for the 

HTr source in medium m4 illustrates same ground-motion characteristics as observed 

from ground acceleration (Appendix B, Figure B.8). Hence, we discover that Mach wave 

amplitudes are significantly smaller at all stations when source and medium parameters 

heterogeneities are combined compared to uniform source in homogeneous medium. 

Figure 3.12 shows acceleration wavefield at the ground-surface for different time 

levels for the three components (FP, FN and vertical) computed using HTr source in 

medium m4. The rise time heterogeneities lowers the Mach wave amplitudes generated 

from source and the amplitudes are further lowered as the Mach wave travels away from 

the fault due to wavefield scattering from small scale heterogeneities. The velocity 

wavefield show same Mach wave behaviour as observed from acceleration wavefield 

(Appendix B, Figure B.9). However, the scattering effects are more prominent in the 

acceleration wavefield compared to velocity wavefield.  Nevertheless, the planar 

structure of the Mach pulse is harder to recognize in acceleration/velocity snapshots at 9 s 

and beyond.  Thus, we find that the Mach wave amplitudes in the near-field are small due 

to heterogeneities in rise time and further decrease of amplitudes are because of medium 

scattering. 
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Figure 3.11: The ground acceleration (m/s2) for fault parallel (FP), fault normal (FN) 

and vertical  components, comparing HTr source in medium m4 to the UDTrVr source in 

homogeneous medium at five stations (s1 - s5, Figure 3.1-c). The theoretical arrivals 

from epicenter (as rupture fronts are almost vertical) of P-wave (blue bar) and S-wave 

(green bar) computed using homogeneous medium are also shown to facilitate the 

comparison. The waveforms are aligned according to theoretical arrival from 

epicenter of P-wave and normalized with respect to absolute maximum of two signals 

for a given component as indicated in upper left corner. 
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Figure 3.12: The acceleration wavefield snapshots at the Earth-surface for different 

time levels for the three components (FP, FN and vertical) computed using HTr source 

in medium m4. The rise time heterogeneities lowers the Mach wave amplitudes 

generated from source and the amplitudes are further lowered as the Mach wave 

travels away from the fault due to seismic scattering. 
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3.5.2 Peak ground acceleration (PGA) vs distance 

We apply the same statistical analysis on ground-motions as before to examine 

the effects of combined source and medium heterogeneities. The mean PGAs estimated 

using magnitude are larger compared to GMRotD50 as observed previously (compare 

Figure 3.13 with Appendix B Figure B.10).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.13: The PGA computed using GMRotD50 as function of distance for the 

HTr source in medium m4 and UDTrVr source in homogeneous medium depict the 

effects of combined source and medium heterogeneities on ground motions generated 

from supershear ruptures. The mean (markers) and standard deviation (bars) of PGA 

are computed using stations at given fault perpendicular distance. The PGA estimates 

from BA2008 are also plotted to facilitate the comparison. The PGA computed from 

HTr source in medium m4 are quite close to BA2008 estimates. 
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Figure 3.13 shows the comparison of PGA GMRotD50 as function of distance for 

HTr source in medium m4 and UDTrVr source in homogeneous medium. The PGA 

GMRotD50 estimated using BA2008 is also shown to facilitate the comparison. The 

mean PGA from UDTrVr source in homogeneous medium remains almost constant with 

increasing distance and is significantly higher than BA2008. However, the mean PGA 

computed using HTr source in medium m4 is surprisingly close to mean PGA from 

BA2008 for all fault perpendicular distances, though our simulations are elastic and do 

not consider intrinsic attenuation. The physical explanation is the dominance of source 

effects in the near-field (< 10 km), while medium scattering effects dominate beyond 

certain distance (> 10 km) from fault, leading to overall diminished Mach wave 

amplitude at all distances. Therefore, we find considerable reduction of Mach wave 

coherence due to combined source and medium parameters heterogeneities, leading to no 

elevation of PGA compared to BA2008. 

 

3.5.3 Average Fourier Acceleration (AFA) vs distance 

Figure 3.14 depicts AFA (computed as before) as a function of frequency for fault 

parallel and fault normal components of ground motions acquired using HTr source in 

medium m4 and UDTrVr source in homogeneous medium. The AFA obtained from HTr 

source in medium m4 are close to that acquired using UDTrVr source in homogeneous 

medium for both fault parallel and normal components at 5 km fault perpendicular 

distance. The sources effects are masked by medium scattering already at 5 km distance; 

otherwise, lower AFA is expected due to rise time heterogeneities as already observed in 
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the case of HTr source in homogeneous medium (see Figure 3.5). The AFA decreases 

with increasing distance from the fault for HTr source in medium m4 in comparison to 

UDTrVr source in homogeneous medium at frequencies beyond 1 Hz. However, the AFA 

decline observed from combined source and medium heterogeneities is comparable to 

what is obtained from only medium heterogeneities (compare Figure 3.14 with Figure 

3.10). Overall, we find that the combined source and medium heterogeneities lowered the 

AFA achieved from supershear ruptures within Mach cone region and accordingly 

decreased the power of acceleration signal (especially of Mach wave).  
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Figure 3.14: The average Fourier acceleration (amplitude spectrum) as function of 

frequency for fault parallel and fault normal components of ground motions for HTr 

source in medium m4 at different fault perpendicular distances (5, 20 35, 50 km). The 

average amplitude spectrum decreases with increasing distance from the fault.  
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3.6 Discussion 

Our ground motion simulations for supershear ruptures having heterogeneities in 

only source parameters show that Mach wave coherence is diminished by source 

heterogeneities in near fault distances (< 10 km). Bizzarri et al. (2010) examined the 

effects of heterogeneous rupture propagation on Mach waves from dynamic simulations 

by considering heterogeneities in initial shear stress on a vertical fault plane embedded in 

a homogeneous medium. They observed reduced peak ground velocity (PGV) due to 

variations of rupture speed and spatially less correlated slip velocity time histories, but 

the PGV decrease is not significant. However, we observe nearly 22% decrease of PGA 

(using HTr source) in close distances to the fault (< 10 km) due to only source 

heterogeneities. This could be because of large slip-weakening distances used in their 

simulations which may weaken the effects of stress heterogeneities. They also computed 

Fourier amplitude spectrum ratio between homogeneous supershear rupture 

(homogeneous initial stress) and heterogeneous supershear rupture (heterogeneous initial 

stress) which came out nearly one. However, we find a decline of average Fourier 

acceleration for heterogeneous source (HTr) compared to reference source (UDTrVr). 

The Mach wave coherence beyond 10 km distance is considerably reduced due to 

scattering of the seismic wavefield from small scale random heterogeneities present in the 

medium. However, the recent study of Bydlon and Dunham (2015) shows that medium 
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scattering increases the duration of incoherent high frequencies, and hence elevates the 

root-mean-square acceleration, at least in 2D. However, the Mach pulse is extremely 

coherent high frequency seismic wave, therefore, the medium scattering lowers the PGA 

by redistributing the frequencies in the entire 3D medium. Imperatori and Mai (2013) 

show significant wavefield scattering in near-source distances such that PGA decreases 

with increasing epicentral distance for sub-Rayleigh ruptures. This finding supports our 

observation of medium scattering being responsible for decline of Mach front coherence 

at large distances for supershear ruptures.  

The ground motions computed using combined source and medium 

heterogeneities (HTr source in m4 medium) for supershear rupture are in accordance with 

estimates from BA2008. Additionally, our simulations are elastic whereas GMPEs 

include intrinsic attenuation and involving the anelastic attenuation in simulations is 

expected to further reduce the ground motion amplitudes. Therefore, we observe 

destruction of Mach wave coherence once the source and medium heterogeneities are 

combined. This can explain the observation of Bizzarri et al. (2010) up to limited extent 

of no elevation of SA at stations that presumably experienced Mach waves during the 

1979 Imperial Valley, 1999 Izmit and 2002 Denali Fault earthquakes compared to SA at 

non-Mach pulse stations in the same earthquake. However, we have simulated only one 

specific case where the source (HTr) and medium (m4) heterogeneities are chosen such 
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that individually they have largest impact on the Mach wave. Nevertheless, our results 

suggest that there is no need to modify existing GMPEs for supershear ruptures in terms 

of peak ground motion prediction. 

However, it should be noted that our simulations are kinematic. The dynamic 

simulations with large scale fault segmentation and small scale fault roughness will 

provide more insight into rupture heterogeneity and ground motion complexity for 

supershear ruptures. The large scale segmentation has profound effects on rupture 

propagation and resultant ground shaking for sub-Rayleigh ruptures as the geometric 

complexity can control rupture nucleation, arrest and moment/energy release (Oglesby 

and Mai, 2012; Aochi and Ulrich, 2015). The small scale fault roughness causes localized 

acceleration/deceleration of rupture front due to local stress perturbations leading to high 

frequency radiation (Madariaga, 1977). The high frequencies (up to 25 Hz) are important 

for engineering purposes and seismic-hazard estimation. Therefore, dynamic simulations 

with realistic rupture parameters heterogeneities, 3D medium heterogeneities, non-planar 

fault geometry, and fault roughness will provide further insights in understanding the 

Mach wave coherence and resultant ground motion for supershear ruptures. 
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3.7 Conclusions 

The ground motion simulations for supershear ruptures show that the Mach wave 

coherence is diminished by source heterogeneities in near fault distances (< 10 km) and 

beyond this distance the Mach wave coherence is further decreased due to wavefield 

scattering from small scale heterogeneities present in medium. Therefore, the supershear 

ruptures studies should include variations in both source and medium parameters for 

better estimating ground shaking amplitudes. We find that the standard deviation controls 

the medium scattering over correlation lengths for small Hurst exponent (H< 0.2) from 

numerical simulations as well as theoretical derivation. The ground motions computed 

when combining source and medium heterogeneities result in PGA (GMRotD50 

measure) close to Boore and Atkinson (2008) GMPE for all distances. Also, the average 

Fourier acceleration decreases with increasing distances from the fault above 1 Hz 

frequencies for combined source and medium heterogeneities. However, the effects of 

medium scattering are found to be dominant over source heterogeneities for the decline 

of mean amplitude spectrum in the Mach cone region. 
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Chapter 4 

Concluding Remarks 

This dissertation work provides quantitative and physical understanding of the 

effects of earthquake rupture complexity and heterogeneities in the Earth structure on 

near-source ground-shaking. In the following, I summarize the key findings and discuss 

possible future research related to these topics. These new findings are important for 

engineering applications and reliable seismic hazard analysis. 

 

4.1 Ground-motion variability  

We find that intra-event ground-motion variability is higher than the typical 

estimates given by ground motion prediction equations in the near-fault distances (R < 20 

km). This observation is consistent for all the cases studied: ground-motion simulations 

of the 1992 Landers earthquake and the scenario rupture ShakeOut. We infer that the 

high variability is due to strong directivity effects associated with unilateral ruptures. At 

the same time, the variability decreases with increasing distance from the fault. This 

phenomenon can also be explained by the rupture directivity, which has stronger impact 

on ground-shaking at distances closer to the fault. The impact of the rupture directivity 

decreases, as we move away from the fault, and thus, ground-motion variability exhibits 

dependency on source-to-site distances. We find that this decay of variability with 

distance follows a power law function for which the slope of the decay is mainly 

governed by slip heterogeneity. In fact, we find that the ground-shaking variability is 

almost constant for source models with uniform slip distributions.    
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On the other hand, ground-motion variability analyzed as function of azimuth 

shows high values in the forward and backward directivity regions and low values in the 

directions perpendicular to rupture propagation. The azimuthal pattern of high/low 

variability is due to the fact that radiated seismic energy is compressed in forward 

direction and the energy is more dispersed as we move away from rupture propagation 

direction (and the distance from high slip patch increases). We find that the azimuthal 

dependence of variability is sensitive to slip ad rupture speed heterogeneities. 

These characterizations of the ground-motion variability are important for 

probabilistic seismic hazard calculations, as they are very sensitive to ground-motion 

variability (Bommer and Abrahamson, 2006). 

 

4.2 Mach wave coherence 

The kinematic rupture simulations show that the coherence of Mach waves is 

reduced by heterogeneities in rupture parameters at distances close to the fault (R < 10 

km). More specific, heterogeneities in rise times significantly affect the Mach wave 

coherence, as longer rise times lead to lower peak slip velocities (and also, lower peak 

slip acceleration) for fixed acceleration time and consequently, produce reduced peak 

ground-motion.  

At larger distances (R > 10 km), the Mach wave coherence is more strongly 

diminished by seismic wavefield scattering due to small-scale heterogeneities in Earth 

structure. The scattering effects are cumulative with increasing distance, and therefore, 

the PGA decreases as we move away from the fault.  The average Fourier accelerations 

(computed for the simulated ground-motions) inside the Mach-cone region weaken 
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considerably with increasing distance. This loss of high-frequency accelerations can be 

attributed to the medium scattering, which redistributes the frequencies into the entire 3D 

medium. In destroying the Mach wave coherence, the numerical simulations suggest that 

the standard deviation of medium heterogeneities is more important than correlation 

length for small Hurst exponents (H < 0.2). This observation is consistent with the 

theoretical derivations (Vyas et al., 2017).  

Finally, we evaluate the ground-motion simulations considering the 

heterogeneities in both source and medium. The combined source and medium 

heterogeneities result in peak ground accelerations that are consistent with estimates from 

empirical ground-motion prediction equations at all source-to-site distances. Therefore, 

we suggest that supershear ruptures may be more common in nature than observed but 

they may not be readily observable due to scattering of the Mach waves. 

 

4.3 Outlook on possible future research 

This dissertation work highlights the need to better understand the effects of 

rupture complexity and medium scattering on near-field ground-motions. Below, I point 

out several major areas in which further research would be useful.  

Most analyses of ground-motion variability as function distance and azimuth only 

take on ground-motions at low frequencies (< 1 Hz), owing to limitations in available 

source models and computational restrictions. Higher frequencies are important for 

engineering applications (typically up to 25 Hz) where the medium scattering of 

wavefield becomes very important in addition to the source complexities. Therefore, 
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numerical modeling at higher frequencies considering heterogeneities in Earth structure 

will be useful to better assess the possible ground-motion variability.  

The simulations carried out in this work considered purely kinematic rupture 

models. Dynamic rupture models could provide better understanding on the near-source 

ground-shaking by including other components such as fault roughness and plastic 

deformation (Dunham et al., 2011). The fault roughness will cause acceleration and 

deceleration of rupture fronts radiating high frequencies. Therefore, fault roughness is 

anticipated to increase ground-motion variability whereas plastic deformation is expected 

to lower it. 

Regarding investigations into Mach waves generated from supershear 

ruptures, this study considered a planar fault to evaluate the effects of source and medium 

heterogeneities. However, a geologic fault comprises both large-scale segmentation and 

small-scale roughness. Fault segmentation is known to have significant effects on rupture 

propagation and near-field ground-shaking for sub-Rayleigh ruptures. Geologic 

complexity of fault planes controls rupture nucleation as well as rupture arrest since fault 

kinks act as rupture barriers. Consequently, kinematic or dynamic rupture simulations 

considering fault segmentation, fault roughness, plastic deformation, and detailed 3D 

Earth structure would significantly improve our understanding of Mach wave 

phenomena. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A  

Distance and azimuthal dependence of ground-motion variability for 

unilateral strike-slip ruptures 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A.1: Original slip distributions of the five kinematic sources of the 1992 

Landers earthquake. The red star denotes the hypocenter. (Note:  EW: East-West 

direction, NS: North-South direction) 

 

Figure A.1: Original slip distributions of the five kinematic sources of the 1992 

Landers earthquake. The red star denotes the hypocenter. (Note:  EW: East-West 

direction, NS: North-South direction) 

 

Figure A.1: Original slip distributions of the five kinematic sources of the 1992 
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Figure A.2: Distance dependence of μln(PGV) and ϕln(PGV) for five source models of 

1992 Landers earthquake a) bin-width=15 km, b) bin-width=25 km. The marker size 

represents the number of stations in each bin. The black markers indicate the average 

ϕln(PGV), that decreases as power law (α RJB
k) with increasing distance. The dashed 

line represents power law fit to the corresponding ϕln(PGV) values. Abbreviations are 

as follows: BA: Boore and Atkinson (2008), CB: Campbell and Bozorgnia (2008), 

AS: Abrahamson and Silva (2008), CY: Chiou and Youngs (2008). 

 

Figure A.3: Azimuthal dependence of μln(PGV) and ϕln(PGV) for the five source models 

of the 1992 Landers earthquake (bin-width=30°). The marker size represents the 

number of stations in each bin. The black markers and black line indicate the average 

μln(PGV) and average ϕln(PGV) of the five source models. The coefficients I, γ, x0, and C 

of the Lorentz function are obtained from non-linear optimization for average 

(b)  Bin-width = 25 km 
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Figure A.3: Azimuthal dependence of μln(PGV) and ϕln(PGV) for the five source models 

of the 1992 Landers earthquake (bin-width=30°). The marker size represents the 

number of stations in each bin. The black markers and black line indicate the average 

μln(PGV) and average ϕln(PGV) of the five source models. The coefficients I, γ, x0, and C 

of the Lorentz function are obtained from non-linear optimization for average 

μln(PGV). Note that 0° azimuth represents the average strike direction. 

 

 

 

Figure A.4: Directivity predictor fD in natural log scale for T = 5 s and T = 10 s 

periods computed from Spudich and Chiou (2008) for the five source models of the 

1992 Landers earthquake. Tiny triangles indicate the stations within 1 to 71 km RJB 

distance, and colors depict the fD value for that station. The parameter fD is positive in 

the both forward and backward directivity region, but shows negative values in the 
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Figure A.4: Directivity predictor fD in natural log scale for T = 5 s and T = 10 s 

periods computed from Spudich and Chiou (2008) for the five source models of the 

1992 Landers earthquake. Tiny triangles indicate the stations within 1 to 71 km RJB 

distance, and colors depict the fD value for that station. The parameter fD is positive in 

the both forward and backward directivity region, but shows negative values in the 

direction almost perpendicular to plane. The general spatial distribution of the fD-

values is similar to S-wave radiation pattern, since fD is computed from the Isochrone 

Directivity Predictor (IDP), a variable based on isochrone theory. Values of fD for T = 

10 s period are higher than those for T = 5 s, indicating that stronger corrections are 

needed for longer periods. 

 

 

 

Figure A.5: Residuals (natural-log scale) between simulations for the five rupture 

models of the 1992 Landers earthquake and predictions from, (a) Boore & Atkinson 

(2008) GMPE, (b) Spudich & Chiou (2008) directivity corrected Boore & Atkinson 

(2008) GMPE. The PSA residuals are computed at periods of T = 5 s and T = 10 s for 

neglecting and including the directivity correction to the GMPE. Black line and black 

star mark the fault trace and epicenter, respectively. Residuals are high positive in the 

forward directivity region as well as in the fault perpendicular direction, regardless if 

the directivity effect is included or not in the GMPE. In the backward directivity 

region the residuals are close to zero or negative for both cases. This spatial pattern of 

residuals is consistent for both periods considered,  T = 5 s and T = 10 s. The 

differences between the residuals for both cases (with and without directivity 

correction) are generally insignificant, aside from small differences very near to the 

fault. Although the the fD-value is meant to account for complex fault geometry and 
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Figure A.5: Residuals (natural-log scale) between simulations for the five rupture 

models of the 1992 Landers earthquake and predictions from, (a) Boore & Atkinson 

(2008) GMPE, (b) Spudich & Chiou (2008) directivity corrected Boore & Atkinson 

(2008) GMPE. The PSA residuals are computed at periods of T = 5 s and T = 10 s for 

neglecting and including the directivity correction to the GMPE. Black line and black 

star mark the fault trace and epicenter, respectively. Residuals are high positive in the 

forward directivity region as well as in the fault perpendicular direction, regardless if 

the directivity effect is included or not in the GMPE. In the backward directivity 

region the residuals are close to zero or negative for both cases. This spatial pattern of 

residuals is consistent for both periods considered,  T = 5 s and T = 10 s. The 

differences between the residuals for both cases (with and without directivity 

correction) are generally insignificant, aside from small differences very near to the 

fault. Although the the fD-value is meant to account for complex fault geometry and 

rupture-propagation direction, it has only a small effect. 

 

 

Figure A.6: Azimuthal dependence of μln(PGV) for seven source models obtained from 

rupture-parameter combinations of Cotton and Cotton (bin-width=15°). The marker 
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Figure A.6: Azimuthal dependence of μln(PGV) for seven source models obtained from 

rupture-parameter combinations of Cotton and Cotton (bin-width=15°). The marker 

size represents the number of stations in each bin. The coefficients I, γ, x0, and C of 

the Lorentz function (depicted by dashed black line) are obtained from non-linear 

optimization for μln(PGV). The Lorentz function fit to the Cotton model (depicted by 

grey line) and its residual sum of squares (RSS) are given as reference to facilitate the 

comparison. Note that 0° azimuth represents the average strike direction. 

 

Figure B.1: The particle velocity (m/s) for fault parallel (FP), fault normal (FN) and 

vertical components, comparing the HTr source to the reference source UDTrVr at five 

stations (s1 - s5, Figure 3.1-c). The theoretical arrivals from epicenter of P-wave (blue 

bar) and S-wave (green bar) are also shown to facilitate the comparison. The 

waveforms are aligned according to theoretical arrival from epicenter of P-wave and 

normalized with respect to absolute maximum of two sources for a given component 
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Appendix B  

Mach wave properties in the presence of source and medium 

heterogeneity 
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Figure B.1: The particle velocity (m/s) for fault parallel (FP), fault normal (FN) and 

vertical components, comparing the HTr source to the reference source UDTrVr at five 

stations (s1 - s5, Figure 3.1-c). The theoretical arrivals from epicenter of P-wave (blue 

bar) and S-wave (green bar) are also shown to facilitate the comparison. The 

waveforms are aligned according to theoretical arrival from epicenter of P-wave and 

normalized with respect to absolute maximum of two sources for a given component 

as indicated in upper left corner. The S-Mach-wave and Rayleigh-Mach-wave are 

marked to depict the wave signature. 

 

 

Figure B.2: The velocity wavefield snapshots at ground-surface for different time 

levels for the three components (FP, FN and vertical) computed using reference 
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Figure B.2: The velocity wavefield snapshots at ground-surface for different time 

levels for the three components (FP, FN and vertical) computed using reference 

source UDTrVr and HT. The S-Mach-wave (green dashed line) and Rayleigh-Mach-

wave (magenta dashed line) are also marked to show their planar nature and 

orientation with respect to fault. The Mach waves travel large distances from the fault 

without any attenuation having smaller amplitude for HTr source compared to 

reference source. 

 

 

Figure B.3: The PGA computed using maximum magnitude as function of distance 

for the eight rupture models depict the effects of rupture parameters heterogeneity on 

ground motions generated from supershear ruptures. The mean (markers) and 
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Figure B.3: The PGA computed using maximum magnitude as function of distance 

for the eight rupture models depict the effects of rupture parameters heterogeneity on 

ground motions generated from supershear ruptures. The mean (markers) and 

standard deviation (bars) of PGA are computed using stations at given fault 

perpendicular distance. The PGA estimates from BA2008 are also plotted to facilitate 

the comparison. The heterogeneity of rise time shows significant lower mean PGA 

compared to reference source. 

 

 

Figure B.4: The acceleration wavefield snapshots at the Earth-surface for different 

time levels for the three components (FP, FN and vertical) computed using HDVr and 

HDTrVr sources. The S-Mach-wave and Rayleigh-Mach-wave have larger amplitudes 

compared to reference model. The Mach waves travel large distances from the fault 

with almost no attenuation.Figure B.3: The PGA computed using maximum 

magnitude as function of distance for the eight rupture models depict the effects of 

rupture parameters heterogeneity on ground motions generated from supershear 

ruptures. The mean (markers) and standard deviation (bars) of PGA are computed 

using stations at given fault perpendicular distance. The PGA estimates from BA2008 

are also plotted to facilitate the comparison. The heterogeneity of rise time shows 

significant lower mean PGA compared to reference source. 

 

 

Figure B.4: The acceleration wavefield snapshots at the Earth-surface for different 

time levels for the three components (FP, FN and vertical) computed using HDVr and 

HDTrVr sources. The S-Mach-wave and Rayleigh-Mach-wave have larger amplitudes 

compared to reference model. The Mach waves travel large distances from the fault 
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Figure B.4: The acceleration wavefield snapshots at the Earth-surface for different 

time levels for the three components (FP, FN and vertical) computed using HDVr and 

HDTrVr sources. The S-Mach-wave and Rayleigh-Mach-wave have larger amplitudes 

compared to reference model. The Mach waves travel large distances from the fault 

with almost no attenuation. 

 

 

Figure B.5: The particle velocity (m/s) for fault parallel (FP), fault normal (FN) and 

vertical  components, comparing two heterogeneous media m1 and m4 to the 

homogeneous medium at five stations (s1 - s5, Figure 3.1-c). The theoretical arrivals 

from epicenter of P-wave (blue bar) and S-wave (green bar) computed using 

homogeneous medium are also shown to facilitate the comparison. The waveforms 
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Figure B.5: The particle velocity (m/s) for fault parallel (FP), fault normal (FN) and 

vertical  components, comparing two heterogeneous media m1 and m4 to the 

homogeneous medium at five stations (s1 - s5, Figure 3.1-c). The theoretical arrivals 

from epicenter of P-wave (blue bar) and S-wave (green bar) computed using 

homogeneous medium are also shown to facilitate the comparison. The waveforms 

are aligned according to theoretical arrival from epicenter of P-wave and normalized 

with respect to absolute maximum of three media for a given component as indicated 

in upper left corner. 

 

Figure B.6: The velocity wavefield snapshots at ground-surface for different time 

levels for the three components (FP, FN and vertical) computed using media m1 (a = 

5.0 km, σ = 5%) and m4 (a = 5.0 km, σ = 10%). As the Mach wave travels away from 

the fault the amplitudes are lowered for both media with σ 5% and 10% due to 
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Figure B.6: The velocity wavefield snapshots at ground-surface for different time 

levels for the three components (FP, FN and vertical) computed using media m1 (a = 

5.0 km, σ = 5%) and m4 (a = 5.0 km, σ = 10%). As the Mach wave travels away from 

the fault the amplitudes are lowered for both media with σ 5% and 10% due to 

seismic scattering. However, the medium scattering effects on Mach wave are 

significantly larger for medium with σ 10%. 

 

 

Figure B.7: The PGA computed using maximum magnitude as function of distance 

for the six heterogeneous media and homogeneous medium depict the effects of 

seismic scattering on ground motions generated from supershear ruptures. The mean 

(markers) and standard deviation (bars) of PGA are computed using stations at given 
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Figure B.7: The PGA computed using maximum magnitude as function of distance 

for the six heterogeneous media and homogeneous medium depict the effects of 

seismic scattering on ground motions generated from supershear ruptures. The mean 

(markers) and standard deviation (bars) of PGA are computed using stations at given 

fault perpendicular distance. The PGA estimates from BA2008 are also plotted to 

facilitate the comparison. The small scale random heterogeneities present in medium 

considerably lower the mean PGA specially for media m4 and m5. 

 

 

Figure B.8: The particle velocity (m/s) for fault parallel (FP), fault normal (FN) and 

vertical components, comparing HTr source in medium m4 to the UDTrVr source in 

homogeneous medium at five stations (s1 - s5, Figure 3.1-c). The theoretical arrivals 

from epicenter of P-wave (blue bar) and S-wave (green bar) computed using 

homogeneous medium are also shown to facilitate the comparison. The waveforms 

are aligned according to theoretical arrival from epicenter of P-wave and normalized 

with respect to absolute maximum of two signals for a given component as indicated 

in upper left corner.Figure B.7: The PGA computed using maximum magnitude as 

function of distance for the six heterogeneous media and homogeneous medium 

depict the effects of seismic scattering on ground motions generated from supershear 

ruptures. The mean (markers) and standard deviation (bars) of PGA are computed 

using stations at given fault perpendicular distance. The PGA estimates from BA2008 

are also plotted to facilitate the comparison. The small scale random heterogeneities 

present in medium considerably lower the mean PGA specially for media m4 and m5. 
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Figure B.8: The particle velocity (m/s) for fault parallel (FP), fault normal (FN) and 

vertical components, comparing HTr source in medium m4 to the UDTrVr source in 

homogeneous medium at five stations (s1 - s5, Figure 3.1-c). The theoretical arrivals 

from epicenter of P-wave (blue bar) and S-wave (green bar) computed using 

homogeneous medium are also shown to facilitate the comparison. The waveforms 

are aligned according to theoretical arrival from epicenter of P-wave and normalized 

with respect to absolute maximum of two signals for a given component as indicated 

in upper left corner. 

 

 

Figure B.9: The velocity wavefield snapshots at the Earth-surface for different time 

levels for the three components (FP, FN and vertical) computed using HTr source in 
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Figure B.9: The velocity wavefield snapshots at the Earth-surface for different time 

levels for the three components (FP, FN and vertical) computed using HTr source in 

medium m4. The rise time heterogeneities lowers the Mach wave amplitudes 

generated from source and the amplitudes are further lowered as the Mach wave 

travels away from the fault due to seismic scattering. 

 

 

Figure B.10: The PGA computed using maximum magnitude as function of distance 

for the HTr source in medium m4 and UDTrVr source in homogeneous medium depict 

the effects of combined source and medium heterogeneities on ground motions 

generated from supershear ruptures. The mean (markers) and standard deviation 

(bars) of PGA are computed using stations at given fault perpendicular distance. The 
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Figure B.10: The PGA computed using maximum magnitude as function of distance 

for the HTr source in medium m4 and UDTrVr source in homogeneous medium depict 

the effects of combined source and medium heterogeneities on ground motions 

generated from supershear ruptures. The mean (markers) and standard deviation 

(bars) of PGA are computed using stations at given fault perpendicular distance. The 

PGA estimates from BA2008 are also plotted to facilitate the comparison. The mean 

PGA computed from HTr source in medium m4 fall within 1-standard-deviation 

bounds of BA2008 estimates. 

 

 

Figure B.10: The PGA computed using maximum magnitude as function of distance 

for the HTr source in medium m4 and UDTrVr source in homogeneous medium depict 

the effects of combined source and medium heterogeneities on ground motions 

generated from supershear ruptures. The mean (markers) and standard deviation 

(bars) of PGA are computed using stations at given fault perpendicular distance. The 

PGA estimates from BA2008 are also plotted to facilitate the comparison. The mean 

PGA computed from HTr source in medium m4 fall within 1-standard-deviation 

bounds of BA2008 estimates. 
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